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The Super-Trellis Structure of Turbo Codes
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Abstract—In this contribution we derive the super-trellis structure of
turbo codes. We show that this structure and its associated decoding com-
plexity depend strongly on the interleaver applied in the turbo encoder.
We provide upper bounds for the super-trellis complexity. Turbo codes are
usually decoded by an iterative decoding algorithm, which is suboptimum.
Applying the super-trellis structure, we can optimally decode simple turbo
codes and compare the associated bit-error rate results to those of iterative
algorithms.

Index Terms—Code trellis, iterative decoding, MLSE decoding, turbo
codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbo codes, which were proposed by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thiti-
majshima in 1993 [1], are at time of writing the most power-efficient
binary channel codes for medium bit-error rates (BERs) [2]. They
form a class of soft-input decodable block codes of relatively large
information word lengths (typically longer than 1000 bits), exhibiting
various coding rates. The encoder of a turbo code consists mainly of
two so-called component encoders, which are joined by an interleaver.
The first component encoder encodes the information symbols directly,
whereas the second component encoder encodes a permuted version
of the same information symbols. The decoding of a long turbo code is
typically accomplished using an iterative decoding algorithm, which
is related to Gallager’s classical probabilistic decoding algorithm [3].
In contrast to the latter algorithm, in a turbo decoder, there are two
component decoders operating in unison and passing soft information
to each other in a feedback loop. The component decoders must be
capable of generating soft outputs corresponding to each information
symbol’sa posterioriprobability from the soft inputs corresponding
to the a priori probability of the respective information and code
symbols. State-of-the-art component decoders for carrying out this
task are above all the maximum-a-posteriorisymbol-by-symbol esti-
mation (MAPSSE) algorithm [4] and the soft-output Viterbi algorithm
(SOVA) [5]. A vital part of a turbo encoder is its constituent interleaver.
Reference [6] shows that if the average performance is evaluated
for the range of all possible interleavers, the BER performance of
the iterative decoder—although it is suboptimum—converges to the
performance of a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)
algorithm for medium and high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Further
contributions in the above mentioned literature focus on the weight
distribution profile of turbo codes [7], [8]. Since the power efficiency
of turbo codes deteriorates for low BERs, various methods have been
proposed for improving the performance of turbo codes by designing
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Fig. 1. System model of the turbo encoder.

the constituent interleaver appropriately [9], [10]. Conventional turbo
codes rely on convolutional component codes, which is what we will
restrict ourselves to in this contribution. However, there have also been
proposed block component codes in the literature.

The outline of the correspondence is as follows. Section II presents
a model of the turbo encoder. Section III then provides a derivation
of the super-trellis structure of turbo codes. Section IV discusses the
complexity of the super-trellises, while Section V gives a comparison
between the performance of an optimum decoder for turbo codes and
the conventional iterative decoder. Finally, Section VI discusses the
results obtained, followed by our conclusions in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND TERMINOLOGY

Fig. 1 shows the model of a conventional turbo encoder. The
encoder consists of three parallel branches connected to the encoder
input, which generate the three constituent parts of the codeword
ccc = (uuu; ccc(1); ccc(2)). The vector ofK binary encoder input symbols
used for generating a codeword is referred to as theinformation word
uuu = (u1; . . . ; uK). This information worduuu directly forms the
systematic part of the codeword. The other two branches, referred
to as the first and the secondcomponent, respectively, contain the
scramblers (1) and (2), which are also often referred to as
component encoders, processing the information symbols in order
to generate the component codewordsccc(1) andccc(2) constituting the
parity part of the codewordccc. Throughout the correspondence, we use
the following terminology. Capital letters denote random variables,
whereas lower case letters represent their specific manifestations.
Variables with a superscript, such as�(1) and�(2), are associated with
the first and second component, respectively. The first component
scrambler (1) is fed with the information symbolsuuu(1) = uuu

obeying their original ordering. The second component scrambler
(2) is fed with apermutedversionuuu(2) of the information word.

The third branch contains therefore an interleaver, which is going
to play a major role in our forthcoming elaborations. The vector
containing the element-wise transpositions performed by the inter-
leaver is denoted by��� = (�1; . . . ; �K). Interleaving ofuuu(1) = uuu is
achieved by permuting the vector elements generatinguuu(2), such that
u
(2)
� = u

(1)
i

for i = 1; . . . ; K. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
identical scramblers in both components. As usual, the scrambler
is a binary shift register with a feedback branch as exemplified in
Fig. 2. This structure is also often referred to as a recursive systematic
convolutional (RSC) code. Any such scrambler represents a finite
state machine (FSM) s = (Us; Cs; Ss; s), whose input value set
is binaryUs 2 f0; 1g and the corresponding output value set is also
binaryCs 2 f0; 1g. We note here explicitly that the subscripts refers
to the state machine of the component scrambler. For a scrambler
of memoryM , the state setSs = f0; . . . ; 2M � 1g consists of
kSsk = 2M legitimate states, which correspond to the states of the
scrambler shift register, i.e., to vectors ofM binary elements. The
mappings : (Ss � Us)! (Ss � Cs) represents the state transitions,
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Fig. 2. Example of a component scrambler or component encoder with
feedback and feed-forward polynomials expressed in octal form as7 and5,
respectively.

where for every pair(s; u) with s 2 Ss (predecessor state) and
u 2 Us (scrambler input) a pair(s0; c) with s0 2 Ss (successor
state) andc 2 Cs (scrambler output) is specified. An FSM can be
graphically characterized by its state transition diagram or, if we also
incorporate the elapse of time, by its trellis. Fig. 3 displays the trellis
of the scrambler of Fig. 2. It consists of identical trellis segments,
since the scrambler FSM is time-invariant. The labels along the
trellis transitions, e.g.,1 ! 0, denote the scrambler input and output
symbols, respectively, which are associated with the specific state
transition.

Any FSM (t) = (U(t); C(t); S(t); (t))—which can be poten-
tially also time-variant, as indicated by(t)—exhibits the Markovian
property, i.e., the state transition at a given discrete time instantt + 1
with the associated ending stateSt+1 and output symbolCt+1 depends
only on the starting stateSt and the input symbolUt+1 (and possibly on
the timet, if the FSM is time-variant, which manifests itself in a trellis
structure that is different at different time instantst in the sequence of
consecutive trellis stages—an issue to be augmented in more depth at a
later stage), but not on any of the previous statesSt or input symbols
Ut +1 with t0 < t. Observe that a transition and its associated input
and output symbols have the same time index as theterminatingstate
of the transition.

In our forthcoming elaborations, we will make use of the following
three terms. Thepre-historyof an FSM as regards to timet represents
the state transitions and their associated FSM input, that the FSM tra-
versed through before and including the time instantt, i.e., the trellis
section left ofSt in Fig. 3. By contrast, thepost-historyrepresents the
transitions after and excluding time instantt, i.e., the trellis section right
of St. The current stateSt represents, therefore, theinterfacebetween
the pre-history of the FSM and its post-history in the following sense.

If a sequence of FSM states

SSSt�=(. . . ; St�2; St�1; St=s); s 2 Ss

corresponds to a valid sequence of state transitions constituting the pre-
history with respect to timet and a sequence

SSSt+ = (St = s; St+1; St+2; . . .)

corresponds to a valid sequence of state transitions constituting the
post-history, then we can combine the sequences, and

SSS = (. . . ; St�2; St�1; St = s; St+1; St+2; . . .)

represents a valid sequence of state transitions for the FSM. The only
necessary and sufficient condition for combining the pre- and post-his-
tory is that the values of the interface stateSt between the left and right
trellis sections must be the same. IfSSSt+ = (St = ~s; St+1; St+2; . . .)
with s 6= ~s, then combining the pre- and post-history results in an in-
valid sequence, i.e., in an invalid history for the FSM. In other words,
such a sequence of state transitions is illegitimate, since bothst = ~s
andst 6= ~s should hold, implying a contradiction. Note that the terms

“sequence of states” and “sequence of state transitions” are used syn-
onymously, since the transitions can directly be derived from the se-
quence of states.

III. I NTRODUCING THETURBO CODE SUPER-TRELLIS

In this section we will develop a model of an FSM

T(t) = (UT; CT; ST(t); T(t))

for a Turbo encoder, where the subscriptT refers to the state ma-
chine of the turbo encoder. The parametert indicates that the turbo
encoder FSM is time-variant, which manifests itself in a trellis struc-
ture that is different at different time instantst, exhibiting different le-
gitimate transitions at different instantst, as we will show at a later
stage. It is possible to find the turbo encoder’s FSM by modeling all
of its four constituent elements in Fig. 1 by their respective FSMs and
combining these. For the two-component scramblers of Fig. 1 it is rela-
tively straightforward to find the corresponding FSMs (see above). For
the systematic branch of the encoder in Fig. 1, the corresponding FSM
consists of a single state, where the output symbol equals the input
symbol. The only device in the turbo encoder that poses difficulties is
the interleaver, which introduces memory, since the complete vector of
input symbolsuuu(1) must have been inserted into the interleaver, before
the vector of output symbolsuuu(2) could be read out. It is therefore cum-
bersome to model the interleaver by an FSM, which would be complex.
Hence we will choose a different way of finding the FSM of the com-
plete turbo encoder.

The trellis associated with the turbo encoder FSM will be referred
to as the turbo code’ssuper-trellis in order to distinguish it clearly
from the component scrambler trellises. Several proposals have already
been made to find a tree representation of a turbo code [11] and its
super-trellis (e.g., [6], where it is referred to as the hyper-trellis). In
contrast to [6], the structure presented in this contribution differs in
that the complexity of the super-trellis is not only dependent on the in-
terleaver lengthK but also on the interleaver structure. We will show
that for simple interleavers the complexity of the super-trellis can be
drastically reduced. In these cases, an optimum turbo decoder based
on this super-trellis can be implemented and its performance can be di-
rectly compared to that of the suboptimum iterative turbo decoder. Let
us continue our discourse with an example.

A. Turbo Encoder Super State

Example 1: For the sake of explanation, let us consider a turbo code
incorporating the scrambler of Fig. 2 and a simple two-column inter-
leaver of total interleaving length ofK bits obeying the mapping at the
bottom of the following page.

Let us now introduce the concept of super-trellis in the context of
turbo codes. We assume that the turbo encoder’s input symbols are
given byU1; . . . ; UK ; where the ordering of the symbols is important
and for the turbo encoder’s set we haveUT 2 f0; 1g. The time-do-
main transition index of the super-trellis is denoted byt, which can be
different from the corresponding transition index of the individual trel-
lises associated with the component codes, as will be shown later. Let
us consider the positions of the first five input symbols, namely, that of
U1; . . . ; U5 in both component trellises, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.
EnteringU5 in the turbo encoder’s FSM corresponds tot = 5.

In the upper component trellis in Fig. 4 the symbolsU
(1)
1 ; . . . ; U

(1)
5

are in consecutive positions. The transitions

SSS
(1)
5� = (S

(1)
0 = 0; S

(1)
1 ; . . . ; S

(1)
5 )

corresponding to these input symbols constitute therefore the pre-his-
tory of the first component trellis with respect tot = 5. (We note that
the component trellises emanate att = 0 from the zero-stateS(1)

0 = 0.)
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Fig. 3. Trellis of the scrambler of Fig. 2 with memoryM = 2.

Fig. 4. Trellis transitions in the two-component scrambler trellises up to time instantt = 5.

The post-history of the first component trelliswith respect to(in the fol-
lowing abbreviated by wrt)t = 5 will be constructed from the input
symbolsU (1)

6 ; . . . ; U
(1)
K and from the corresponding state transitions

SSS
(1)
5+ = (S

(1)
5 ; S

(1)
6 ; . . .). The interface between the pre- and post-his-

tory of the first component trellis wrt the time instantt = 5 is repre-
sented byS(1)

5 .
Due to the permutation performed by the interleaver in Fig. 1 in

the second component trellis of Fig. 4, the same five bitsU1; . . . ; U5

are transformed into the input symbolsU (2)
1 ; U

(2)
2 ; U

(2)
3 and

U
(2)
K=2+1; U

(2)
K=2+2. Hence, the corresponding transitions are located

in the second component trellis seen at the bottom of Fig. 4 in two
different sections. Consequently, the pre-history wrtt = 5—i.e.,
wrt bits U1; . . . ; U5, which belong to the first five transitions of the
turbo code super-trellis associated with the discrete-time instants of
t = 0; . . . ; 5—corresponds to the transitions of the second component
trellis in these two distinct trellis sections of Fig. 4. The post-history
of the secund component trellis wrtt = 5 is constituted by the two
remaining sections of the trellis, which are indicated by dots in Fig. 4.

Position 1 2 3 4 5 . . . K=2 + 1 K=2 + 2 . . .

UUU (1) U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 . . . UK=2+1 UK=2+2 . . .

UUU (2) U1 U3 U5 U7 U9 . . . U2 U4 . . .
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The interface between the pre- and post-history, which is associated
with t = 5, is formed in the second component trellis by the set
(S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+2), which we will refer to as the “interface” states

in the second component trellis.
These issues are further augmented below as follows. An arbitrary

input sequence is given by

(U1; U2; U3; U4; U5) = U
(2)
1 ; U

(2)
K=2+1; U

(2)
2 ; U

(2)
K=2+2; U

(2)
3

where the corresponding state transitions in both sections of the second
component trellis at the bottom of Fig. 4—which constitute the pre-
history related tot = 5—are represented by

SSS
(2)
5� = S

(2)
0 = 0; S

(2)
1 ; S

(2)
2 ; S

(2)
3 = s

(2)
3 ;

S
(2)
K=2 = s

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+1; S

(2)
K=2+2 = s

(2)
K=2+2 :

Every valid post-history

SSS
(2)
5+ = S

(2)
3 = s

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
4 ; . . . ; S

(2)
K=2 = s

(2)
K=2;

S
(2)
K=2+2 = s

(2)
K=2+2; S

(2)
K=2+3; . . .

can, therefore, be combined withSSS(2)
5� and forms a valid sequence

of state transitions for the second component trellis, if and only
if the interface states(S(2)

3 ; S
(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+2) have identical values

(s
(2)
3 ; s

(2)
K=2; s

(2)
K=2+2) in bothSSS(2)

5� andSSS(2)
5+.

So far we have elaborated on the details of the pre-history related
to t = 5 in the first and second component trellis, as well as on their
interfaces to the post-history. Hence, in the turbo encoder only these
interface states are important for the encoding of the forthcoming input
symbolsU6; U7; . . .. The complete memory of the turbo encoder at
time instantt = 5, which is required for further encoding operations,
can be bundled in the4-tuple (S

(1)
5 ; S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+2), which

comprises all interfaces of both component trellises. It can be seen that
every valid pre-history pair of state transitionsSSS�5�=(SSS

(1)
5�; SSS

(2)
5�) can

be combined with every valid post-history pairSSS�5+ = (SSS
(1)
5+; SSS

(2)
5+),

in order to form a valid pair of state transition sequences for
the two-component trellises, if and only if the interface states
(S

(1)
5 ; S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+2) in SSS�5� are identical to those inSSS�5+,

namely,(s(1)5 ; s
(2)
3 ; s

(2)
K=2; s

(2)
K=2+2).

Hence, as a super state of the example turbo encoder’s FSM at time
instantt = 5 we define the above4-tuple, which is constituted by the
states of the component scramblers of the FSMs as follows:

S�5
def
= S

(1)
5 ; S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+2 :

B. Turbo Encoder Super-Trellis

Let us now investigate the migration fromt = 5 to t = 6, or equiv-
alently, let us search for the super stateS�6 under the assumption that
the super stateS�5 and the most recent turbo encoder input symbolU6

are known. For the input symbols of the first component scrambler we
haveU6 = U

(1)
6 , such that the transition associated withU6 in the first

component trellis is directly adjacent to the transitions in the pre-his-
torySSS(1)

5� (upper trellis in Fig. 4). Since the values(1)5 of S(1)
5 is known

from S�5 , the valueu6 of U6 dictates the transition(s(1)5 ; s
(1)
6 ). The

pre-history sequence of the state transitions of the first component code
simply extends fromSSS(1)

5� to

SSS
(1)
6� = (S

(1)
0 = 0; . . . ; S

(1)
5 = s

(1)
5 ; S

(1)
6 = s

(1)
6 ):

With the aid of Fig. 4 we can see that for the input symbols of the
second component scrambler the relationU6 = U

(2)
K=2+3 holds. In Fig.

4, the corresponding transition (indexK=2 + 3 of the second compo-
nent trellis) therefore emanates fromS(2)

K=2+2 in the right trellis section,

which belongs to the pre-history. Since the values
(2)
K=2+2 of S(2)

K=2+2

is known fromS�5 , u6 dictates the transition(s(2)K=2+2; s
(2)
K=2+3). Hence

the pre-history of state transitions for the second component code be-
comes

SSS
(2)
6� = S

(2)
0 = 0; . . . ; S

(2)
3 = s

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; . . . ;

S
(2)
K=2+2 = s

(2)
K=2+2; S

(2)
K=2+3 = s

(2)
K=2+3 :

From this we can easily infer the interfaces of the pairSSS�6� =

(SSS
(1)
6�; SSS

(2)
6�), which is formed by the two pre-histories regarding

time instantt = 6. Hence the super state of the turbo encoder at
this time instant can be identified by exploiting the knowledge of
S�5 = (s

(1)
5 ; s

(2)
3 ; s

(2)
K=2; s

(2)
K=2+2) yielding

S�6
def
= S

(1)
6 ; S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
K=2; S

(2)
K=2+3 = s

(1)
6 ; s

(2)
3 ; s

(2)
K=2; s

(2)
K=2+3

where both the state transitions(s(1)5 ; s
(1)
6 ) and(s(2)K=2+2; s

(2)
K=2+3)

are associated with the valueu6 of the input symbolU6.

C. Generalized Definition of the Turbo Encoder Super States

As an extension of our previous introductory elaborations in this sec-
tion we will present a generalized definition of the super state transi-
tions in the super-trellis, which also defines implicitly the super states
associated with the super-trellis. For the sake of illustration the defini-
tion will be followed by the example of a simple super-trellis in Sec-
tion III-D.

First we have to introduce a set of indicesI(2)pre(t), which contains
the number of transitions belonging to the pre-history of the second
component trellis wrt time instantt. If and only if an index obeysi 2
I
(2)
pre(t), the transition with this index is part of the pre-history of the

second component trellis at timet. It follows immediately that a state
S
(2)
j with indexj is an interface state in the second component trellis

at timet, if and only if one of the two adjacent transitions belongs to
the pre-history and the other one does not, i.e., if and only if one of the
following two cases is true:

j 2 I(2)pre(t) ^ (j + 1) 62 I(2)pre(t)

or

j 62 I(2)pre(t) ^ (j + 1) 2 I(2)pre(t):

For an arbitrary interleaver���, which was shown in Fig. 1, we can
now define the super states of the turbo encoder FSM as follows. At
time instantt = 0 both component trellises emanate from the zero
stateS(1)

0 = S
(2)
0 = 0. Hence the following equation holds for the

super state:

S�0
def
= S

(1)
0 ; S

(2)
0 = (0; 0): (1)

We initialize the index set by including only the (nonexistent) transition
index0: I(2)pre(0) = f0g.

Evolution from time instantt to t + 1: the previous super states�t
is assumed to be known. For the first component code the relation
Ut+1 = U

(1)
t+1 holds, hence the input symbolUt+1 = ut+1 speci-

fies the transition(S(1)
t ; S

(1)
t+1) = (s

(1)
t ; s

(1)
t+1) in the first component

code. (In the first component trellis at time instantt the state with index
t,S(1)

t is always the interface state contained in the super stateS�t , and
hence the values(1)t is known from the vectors�t .) For the second com-
ponent code we haveUt+1 = U

(2)
j with j = �t+1. The index of the

associated transition in the second component trellis fort+1 is j, such
that the corresponding transition becomes(S

(2)
j�1; S

(2)
j ). This transi-

tion is not part of the pre-history wrtt and hencej 62 I
(2)
pre(t). Updating

the set of indices means thatI(2)pre(t+ 1) = I
(2)
pre(t) [ fjg. In order to

proceed from(j�1) to j, we have to distinguish between four different
cases or scenarios, as far as the second component trellis is concerned,
which will be detailed below and will also be augmented in the context
of an example in Section III-D and Fig. 6. In fact, the reader may find
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it beneficial to follow the philosophy of our forthcoming generic dis-
cussions on a case-by-case basis by referring to the specific example
of Section III-D and Fig. 6.

1) In order to encounter our first scenario, the following condition
must be met:j � 1 2 I

(2)
pre(t) andj + 1 62 I

(2)
pre(t). The state with

indexj � 1, S(2)
j�1, thus is one of the interface states in the vector, rep-

resenting the super stateS�t , whereas the state with indexj, S(2)
j , is

not an interface state at time instantt. This implies that the transition
(S

(2)
j�1; S

(2)
j ) = (s

(2)
j�1; s

(2)
j )—which is due toU (2)

j = ut+1—is di-
rectly adjacent to the state transitions in the second component trellis
already belonging to the pre-history in the second component code wrt
the time instantt. From a graphical point of view the transition is lo-
cated directly to the right of the transitions, which have already been en-
countered in the trellis of Fig. 4. The new super stateS�t+1 of the turbo
encoder FSM can be inferred from the old super stateS�t , by substi-
tuting the old interface in the first component trellis—namely,S

(1)
t =

s
(1)
t —by the corresponding new one—namely, byS

(1)
t+1 = s

(1)
t+1—and

also the old interface stateS(2)
j�1 = s

(2)
j�1 by the corresponding new state

S
(2)
j = s

(2)
j , where(s(2)j�1; s

(2)
j ) is associated withut+1. We will refer

to this transition fromt to t+1 asright-extension, since in the second
component trellis a section is extended to the right in Fig. 4. Again,
these issues will be exemplified in Section III-D and Fig. 6, where this
scenario is encountered for transitionst = 0 ! 1, t = 2 ! 3,
t = 3 ! 4, t = 4 ! 5, andt = 7 ! 8.

2) The condition for encountering our second scenario is as follows:
j � 1 62 I

(2)
pre(t) andj + 1 2 I

(2)
pre(t). The state with indexj, S(2)

j ,
then constitutes a component of the vector representing the super state
S�t (S(2)

j is hence an interface state in the second component trellis at
time instantt), whereas the state with indexj � 1 is not an interface
state. Accordingly, the transition(S(2)

j�1; S
(2)
j ) associated withU (2)

j is
directly adjacent to the state transitions, which already belong to the
pre-history wrtt. In order to obtain the new super stateS�t+1 from
the vector, which represents the old super stateS�t , one has to replace
the old interfaceS(1)

t of the first component code by the newS(1)
t+1

and also the old interfaceS(2)
j in the second component code by the

corresponding newS(2)
j�1. In analogy to scenario 1), we will refer to

this case asleft-extension.
3) The third potential scenario encountered by the second trellis is,

whenj�1 62 I
(2)
pre(t) andj+1 62 I

(2)
pre(t). This implies that neither the

state associated with the indexj�1, i.e.,S(2)
j�1, nor that with the index

j, i.e.,S(2)
j is contained in the vector corresponding to the super state

S�t . The transition(S(2)
j�1; S

(2)
j ), which is due toU (2)

j , is not adjacent
to any of the transitions, which are already contained in the pre-history
wrt to t. In the pre-history wrtt + 1 this transition hence constitutes
a separate section of the second component trellis, which consists of
only one transition. This section possesses the two interface statesS

(2)
j�1

andS(2)
j . In order to obtain the super stateS�t+1, one has to substitute

the interface stateS(1)
t by S

(1)
t+1 in the super stateS�t and, in addition,

one has to extend the super state vector by these two new interface
states—namely, byS(2)

j�1 andS(2)
j —in the second component trellis.

Observe, however, that neither the values
(2)
j�1 of S(2)

j�1 nor the value

s
(2)
j of S(2)

j is specified byS�t = s�t , which represents the interface of
the pre-history wrtt in the super-trellis.

The pair(S(2)
j�1; S

(2)
j ) can therefore assume all legitimate values

(s
(2)
j�1; s

(2)
j ) within the vectorS�t+1, which represent valid state transi-

tions and which correspond to the input symbolU
(2)
j = ut+1. The con-

sequence is that if the super stateS�t is known, several values are pos-
sible for the successor super stateS�t+1 with equal probability. Specif-
ically, the new interface stateS(2)

j�1—which is contained in the associ-

ated super state vector—can assume all possible statesS
(2)
j�1 2 Ss and

the other new interface stateS(2)
j will be s

(2)
j , determined by the tran-

sition(s(2)j�1; s
(2)
j ) due to the input symbolU (2)

j = ut+1. We will refer
to this scenario as theopeningof a new section in the second compo-
nent trellis. These aspects will be revisited in Section III-D and Fig. 6,
where the transitiont = 1! 2 corresponds to this specific scenario.

4) The last possible scenario encountered by the second trellis is,
when j � 1 2 I

(2)
pre(t) and j + 1 2 I

(2)
pre(t). The state associated

with the indexj � 1, i.e.,S(2)
j�1, as well as the one with the indexj,

i.e.,S(2)
j , are contained in the vector corresponding to super stateS�t .

The specific state valuess(2)j�1 ands(2)j representing the interfacesS(2)
j�1

andS(2)
j have already been determined by means ofS�t representing

the interface of the pre-history wrtt in the super-trellis. Although the
transition(S(2)

j�1; S
(2)
j )—which is the transition at time instantt + 1

in the second component trellis—is not contained in the pre-history
wrt t, nonetheless this transition is determined byS�t due to its fixed
start- and end-states constituted bys

(2)
j�1 ands(2)j , respectively. We will

revisit these issues in the context of Section III-D and Fig. 6, where the
transitiont = 6! 7 constitutes an example of scenario 4).

If this fixed transition(s(2)j�1; s
(2)
j ) is legitimate and if it is associ-

ated with the valueut+1 of the most recent input symbolU (2)
j , then

two interface states are connected by means of this particular transition
in the second component trellis. Hence, the gap between two disjoint
trellis sections of the pre-history is closed, and therefore we refer to
this scenario as thefusionof these two sections. The new super state
S�t+1 evolves from the vectorS�t by removing the two interfacesS(2)

j�1

andS(2)
j and by substitutingS(1)

t by S
(1)
t+1.

However, it may happen that for the interface statess
(2)
j�1 and

s
(2)
j —which are determined byS�t = s�t—the transition(s(2)j�1; s

(2)
j )

is illegitimate, since this state transition is nonexistent for the FSM
of the component scramblers. In this case, assuming the values�t
for S�t constitutes a contradiction due to the illegitimate transition
and this transition is therefore deemed invalid. Furthermore, it can
occur that although the transition(s(2)j�1; s

(2)
j ) is legitimate, it is not

associated with the current specific valueut+1 of the input symbol
for the component scrambler FSM. Hence for this reason pairing the
super states�t and the input symbolut+1 is impossible. Therefore, in
the super-trellisno transition emerges from the super stateS�t = s�t ,
which is associated withut+1. This may appear to be a contradiction,
since this super state seems to have been reached due to the sequence
of input symbolsU1; . . . ; Ut and since in the super-trellis a path
is supposed to exist forall possible sequences of input symbols
U1; . . . ; Ut+1; regardless of the specific value of the input symbol
Ut+1. However, thefusion of two trellis sections must always be
preceded by theopeningof a new section in the second component
trellis, and—as we infer from scenario 3)—several super states are
reached with equal probability from a sequence of input symbols
U1; . . . ; Ut. When for example the firstopeningis executed, a single
sequenceU1; . . . ; Ut of input symbols leads tokSsk = 2M possible
super states (see scenario 3) above). Hence it is understandable that
in the process of a sectionfusion in the super-trellis, a proportion
of (2M � 1)=2M of all (super state/input symbol) pairs(s�t ; ut+1)

represent invalid transitions. (For any interface state values
(2)
j�1 2 Ss,

which is determined by the super state values�t , and for any input
symbol valueu(2)j 2 Us, there exists onlyoneof 2M possible interface

state valuess(2)j 2 Ss, such that the component scrambler transition

(s
(2)
j�1; s

(2)
j ) is associated with the input symbolu

(2)
j .) We will further

augment this concept by means of an example in Section III-D. Note
that the trellis section in the first component trellis with its interface
stateS(1)

t is in all four above scenarios extended to the right, i.e., the
new interface state isS(1)

t+1.
Let us now elaborate a little further. The output symbols of the turbo

encoder FSM—which are associated with a super state transition at
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Fig. 5. Simple component scrambler and an associated trellis segments.

TABLE I
INTERLEAVING SCHEME FOR THE COMPONENT

TRELLISES OFEXAMPLE 2

time instantt+1—consist of the systematic code symbolUt+1 and the
output symbols emitted during the most recent state transitions in both
component scrambler trellises. These are the state transitions belonging
in both of the component trellises to the input symbolU

(1)
t+1 = Ut+1

andU (2)
j = Ut+1; j = �t+1, respectively, and which therefore gen-

erate the output symbolsC(1)
t+1 andC(2)

j , respectively. The output of
the turbo encoder FSMT at time instantt+ 1 is therefore the vector

Ct+1 = Ut+1; C
(1)
t+1; C

(2)
�

and hence the relationCT = [f0; 1g]3 holds for the output set. This
constitutes a turbo code of rate1=3. At higher coding rates, the scram-
bler outputs are punctured, which also has to be taken into account in
the output vectorC of the turbo encoder FSM. Let us now illustrate the
above concepts with the aid of another example.

D. Example of a Super-Trellis

Example 2: Let us now examine the super-trellis of a simple turbo
code, incorporating the memoryM = 1 scrambler of Fig. 5 and a
4 row�2 column rectangular interleaver resulting inK = 8, which
is shown in Table I. The output of the turbo encoder is not punctured.
The segments of the super-trellis that is developed in the forthcoming
paragraphs for time instantst = 0; . . . ; 8; are displayed in Fig. 6. The
indexj = �t+1 denotes in the second component trellis the transition
belonging to timet+ 1, i.e., to the transition indext+ 1 in the super-
trellis. Let us now consider Fig. 6, where at

t = 0: we initialize the super state to

S�0 = (S
(1)
0 ; S

(2)
0 ) = (0; 0)

and the index set toI(2)pre(0) = 0.

t = 0 ! 1: We havej = �t+1 = �1 = 1, sinceU1 is at po-
sition 1 at the bottom of Table I. Asj� 1 = 0 2 I

(2)
pre(0) and

j+1= 2 62 I
(2)
pre(0), this corresponds to scenario 1) described in

Subsection III-C, i.e., theright-extensionof an existing section in
the second component trellis (S

(2)
j�1=S

(2)
0 is one of the interface

states contained inS�0 , while S(2)
j is not). Hence the new super

state isS�1 = (S
(1)
1 ; S

(2)
1 ). The possible values forS�1—which

depend on the value ofU1—are displayed in Table II.

t=1! 2: We havej=�t+1 = �2=5, sinceU2 is at position 5
at the bottom of Table I. Now we find thatj�1=4 62I

(2)
pre(1) and

j+1=6 62 I
(2)
pre(1), thus neitherS(2)

j�1 =S
(2)
4 norS(2)

j =S
(2)
5 is

contained inS�1 of Fig. 6 att=1. This is therefore scenario 3), rep-
resenting theopeningof a new section in the second component
trellis. The new super state isS�2 = (S

(1)
2 ; S

(2)
1 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
5 ). For

every value ofS�1 and every value ofU2, there are2M = 21 = 2
possible values forS(2)

4 , as seen in Table II. At this stage, careful
further tracing of the super-trellis evolution with the aid of Fig. 6
and Table II is helpful, in order to augment the associated opera-
tions.

t= 2! 3: This is scenario 1) again, i.e., aright-extension. The
new superstate isS�3 = (S

(1)
3 ; S

(2)
2 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
5 ).

t = 3 ! 4: Scenario 1),right-extension, S�4 = (S
(1)
4 ; S

(2)
2 ;

S
(2)
4 ; S

(2)
6 ).

t = 4 ! 5: Scenario 1),right-extension, S�5 = (S
(1)
5 ; S

(2)
3 ;

S
(2)
4 ; S

(2)
6 ).

t = 5 ! 6: Scenario 1),right-extension, S�6 = (S
(1)
6 ; S

(2)
3 ;

S
(2)
4 ; S

(2)
7 ).

t = 6 ! 7: j = �t+1 = �7 = 4, sinceU7 is at position
7 at the bottom of Table I. Sincej � 1 = 3 2 I

(2)
pre(6) and

j + 1 = 5 2 I
(2)
pre(6), i.e., bothS(2)

3 andS(2)
4 are contained

in S�6 , this is scenario 4), corresponding to thefusionof two sec-
tions in the second component trellis of Fig. 6. As inferred from
the trellis of Fig. 5, forU7 = 0 the possible values of the state
transition(S(2)

3 ; S
(2)
4 ) are (0; 0) and (1; 1), for U7 = 1, it is

(0; 1) and(1; 0). Depending on the value ofU7, the super state
S�6 containing other values for the pair(S(2)

3 ; S
(2)
4 ) thus has no

successor super state. If there is a valid transition emerging from
the super stateS�6 , which is associated withu7, the successor
super state isS�7 = (S

(1)
7 ; ; S

(2)
7 ). Otherwise, the transition

is marked as “invalid” or illegitimate. Observe that a portion of
(2M � 1)=2M = 1=2 of all transitions is invalid (see scenario 4)
above.

t = 7! 8: Scenario 1) ,right-extensionof the remaining section,
S�8 = (S

(1)
8 ; S

(2)
8 ).

We see from Table II thatS�8 can only assume the values(0; 0) and
(1; 1), since the last bit is the same in both the original and in the in-
terleaved sequences. In other words, in our simple example at time in-
stantt = 8 the memory of the interleaver in Table I has been exhausted.
Hence both component scramblers have actually completed calculating
the parity in the information worduuu and must hence be in the same
state. For a random interleaver this may, however, be not the case.

If one or both component trellises are terminated by zeros, we im-
pose the restriction ofS(1)

K = 0 and possiblyS(2)
K = 0. Only the super
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Fig. 6. Segments of the super-trellis for the turbo encoder FSM of Example 2.
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TABLE II
STATE TRANSITIONS AND THEIR RESPECTIVEOUTPUT VECTORS FOR

THE TURBO ENCODER SUPER-TRELLIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE

COMPONENTCODES OFFIG. 5

statesS�K satisfying these restrictions are valid, all others have to be
discarded from the super-trellis. In the above example, if the compo-
nent trellises were terminated, the only remaining legitimate value for
S�8 would be(0; 0). The invalid transitions in the last super-trellis seg-
ment of Fig. 6 (t = 7! 8) are marked with dash–dotted lines.

From Table II and Fig. 6, we can clearly see that the turbo code
super-trellis is time-variant, i.e., the structure of the trellis sections de-
pends on the time instantt, exhibiting different legitimate transitions
for different t values. More explicitly, the super-trellis is different for
t = 2 ! 3 and t = 3 ! 4, while it is identical fort = 2 ! 3
and fort = 4 ! 5. For the time instantst = 2; . . . ; 6 we observe a
periodicity in the super-trellis, manifesting itself in two different trellis
sections, which are repeated alternately. This periodicity corresponds to
the number of columns in the interleaver, which in our case was two. It
is also easy to see that the constraint length of the super-trellis is three,
while that of the component scramblers is two. Hence the memory in-
troduced by the interleaver has increased the constraint length of the
code. These issues will be augmented in more depth in Section VI.

TABLE II (Continued)

Following the above simple example it may now be a worthwhile re-
visiting the generic super-trellis structure of Section III-C before pro-
ceeding further.

IV. COMPLEXITY OF THE TURBO CODE SUPER-TRELLIS

With the goal of estimating the associated complexity of the turbo
code super-trellis, we will assume that the turbo encoder considered
comprises two identical scramblers having a memory ofM and an in-
terleaver of lengthK.

A. Rectangular Interleavers

We will consider simple���-rectangular interleavers, having� rows
and� columns. The data is written into the interleaver on a row-by-row
basis and read out on a column-by-column basis. Upon using the pre-
vious definition of the time instantt (transition at time instantt in the
super-trellis is due to the input symbolUt of the turbo encoder FSM),
the first component trellis is only extended to the right (scenario 1) in
Section III-C) upon increasingt. In the second component trellis for
everyt = 2; . . . ; � theopening(scenario 3) in Section III-C) of a new
section will occur, respectively. As a result of this, in the second com-
ponent trellis, a separate section exists for each of the� columns of the
interleaver. The section, which belongs to the first interleaver column
(the leftmost section in the second component trellis) is associated with
oneinterface state (at its right end), whereas the remaining�� 1 sec-
tions possesstwo interface states (left and right interface of the section,
respectively). Therefore, together with thesingleinterface state of the
first component trellis the turbo code super state is a vector consisting
of 2� interface states of the component trellises. Each of the interface
states can assume2M legitimate values. Hence the following statement
holds for the complexity of the turbo code super-trellis.

Bound for Rectangular Interleavers:A turbo code, which is as-
sociated with a� � � rectangular interleaver, can be described by a
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super-trellis having a maximum of2M�2� states at any super-trellis
stage.

Hence for our example turbo code incorporating the4 � 2-rectan-
gular interleaver and a scrambler of memoryM = 1, the super-trellis
can have a maximum of2(1�2�2) = 16 legitimate states. However, as
seen in Fig. 6, from the set of 16 possible states only eight are actually
encountered. On the other hand, for a2�4-rectangular interleaver, this
upper bound is 256 super states, although it can be readily shown that
this turbo code has an equivalent super-trellis representation occupying
only eight of the 256 possible super states (cf. Example 2 and simply
swap the first and the second component).

In order to eliminate this ambiguity in regard to the trellis complexity
(one of the complexity upper bounds is associated with 16 states while
the other with 256 states), we can redefine the timet in the super-trellis.
In contrast to the previous situation, we have to distinguish clearly be-
tween the input symbolsUFSM; 1; . . . ; UFSM; K of anabstractor hypo-
thetical turbo encoder FSM and the input symbolsU1; . . . ; UK of the
real turbo encoder. Let the input symbolUFSM; t of the turbo encoder
FSM at the time instantt be the input symbolUl of the turbo encoder,
so that (over all time instantst) the maximum number of super states
is minimized. This definition oft triggers a permutation of the input
symbolsUl toUFSM; t. From this definition it follows for a���-rect-
angular interleaver, that the order of the input symbolsUFSM; t of the
turbo encoder FSM

• corresponds to the order of the input symbols of the turbo encoder
for � > �, i.e.,UFSM; t = Ut (there is one section in the first
component trellis and� sections in the second component trellis);

• obeys the order of symbols at the output of the rectangular inter-
leaver in the turbo encoder for� < �, i.e.,UFSM; t = U� , where
l = �t is the inverse mapping oft = �l. (There are� sections in
the first component trellis and one section in the second compo-
nent trellis, while the definition of the super states is analogous to
that in Section III-C, where only the first and second component
trellis have to be swapped);

• for � = � the trellis complexity is minimal for both of the above
mentioned orderings of the symbols.

In summary, when� > �, we can exchange the two decoders, as
in Example 2, and the maximum number of super-trellis states can be
formulated as� 22�M�min(�; �).

B. Uniform Interleaver

Instead of considering a specific random interleaver, we will now
derive an upper bound for the super-trellis complexity, averaged over
all possible interleavers, a scenario, which is referred to as the so-called
uniform interleaver [6] of lengthK.

Without loss of generality, we define the timet such that the tran-
sition in the super-trellis at time instantt is associated with the input
symbolUt. This implies that the order of the input symbols of the ab-
stract or hypothetical turbo encoder FSM is the same as for the real
turbo encoder, i.e.,UFSM; t = Ut. Hence, only one section exists in the
first component trellis, which is extended to the right upon increasing
t.

The specific input symbol of the second component scram-
bler—which belongs to the input symbolUt and hence is input to the
second scrambler simultaneously withUt entering the first one—is
U
(2)
� . Therefore, the corresponding transition in the second component

trellis has the index�t. Let us consider a stateS(2)l with arbitrary
index l = 1; . . . ; (K � 1) in the second component trellis at time
instantt. This stateS(2)l forms the interface at the right of a section in

the second component trellis, which belongs to the pre-history wrtt,
if and only if both of the following two conditions are satisfied.

1) A section is situated directly at the left ofS(2)l . This implies that
a transition, which already belongs to the pre-history wrtt is
directly adjacent to the left of this state in the second compo-
nent trellis. The input symbolU (2)

l , which belongs to this tran-
sition must have been therefore already an input symbol of the
turbo encoder FSM, hence the relation9m 2 f1 . . . tg; l = �m
must hold. For an arbitraryl and when averaged over all pos-
sible interleavers���, this condition is met with a probability of
p1(t) = t=K.

2) No section exists directly to the right ofS(2)l , or correspondingly,
that the transition with indexl+ 1, which is directly adjacent at
the right, does not belong to the pre-history of the super-trellis
wrt t. Hence, the relationl + 1 6= �m; 8m 2 f1; . . . ; tg must
hold. Under the assumption that condition 1) is fulfilled, condi-
tion 2) will hold with a probability ofp2(t) = (K�t)=(K�1).

For every stateS(2)l ; l = 1; . . . ; K � 1 the probability that it repre-
sents the right interface to a section in the second component trellis at
time instantt is, therefore,p12(t) = p1(t) � p2(t) = [t � (K� t)]=[K �

(K � 1)]. Condition 2) is cancelled for stateS(2)K , since the end of
the trellis is located directly to the right of it. If the second component
trellis is terminated, then we haveS(2)K = 0, and henceS(2)K does not
appear as an interface state.

An arbitrary state therefore constitutes the right-hand side (RHS)
interface of a section in the second component trellis with a probability
of
p3(t) = (K � 1)=K � p12(t) + 1=K � p1(t) = t � (K + 1� t)=K2

at time instantt. Hence there are on average
nr(t) = K � p3(t) = t � (K + 1� t)=K

RHS interfaces in the second component trellis. This number is max-
imized for tm = (K + 1)=2, for which there arenr(tm) = (K +
1)2=(4K) RHS interfaces on average in the second component trellis.
Similarly, one can deduct that there arenl(t) = nr(t) left-hand side
(LHS) interfaces on average in the second component trellis, when the
edge effects at the start and end of the trellis are ignored.

Along with the single interface stateS(1)t in the first component
trellis we obtain for the maximum total number of interfaces in both
trellises under the assumption of a uniform interleaver, as defined above

nmax = 1 +
(K + 1)2

2K
(2)

and, therefore, the following bound accrues.

Bound for the Uniform Interleaver:The following upper bound
holds for the number of super states in the minimal super-trellis of a
turbo code, averaged over all possible interleavers of lengthK

E [kST (t)k] � 2M�n

=2M+M�(K+1) =(2K); for t = 1; . . . ; K:

From (2) for large values ofK, i.e., for large interleavers, we have
nmax � K=2, for which a maximum of2M�K=2 super states is ex-
pected in the super-trellis. ForM � 2 this means that the trellis com-
plexity of a turbo code with a random interleaver is on average only
marginally lower than that of a random code [12] having2K code-
words, which can be described by means of a trellis having a maximum
of 2K states.

V. OPTIMUM DECODING OFTURBO CODES

Having illuminated the super-trellis structure of turbo codes, we can
now invoke this super-trellis, in order to optimally decode simple turbo
codes. Let us commence by defining the task a decoder should carry
out. Specifically, the goal of a decoder may be that of finding the code-
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wordccci with the highest probability of having been transmitted, upon
reception of the sequenceyyy, which is formulated as identifying the
index i

i = argmax
l

(P (cccljyyy)) (3)

whereargmax returns the index of the maximum andP (cccljyyy) is the
conditional probability thatcccl is the transmitted codeword whenyyy is re-
ceived. These decoders are usually referred to as maximuma posteriori
sequence estimation (MAPSE) schemes, since they estimate a com-
plete codeword or the associated information word. By contrast, max-
imum a posteriorisymbol-by-symbol estimation (MAPSSE) schemes
[4] attempt to find the most probable values of all symbols contained
in the information word or codeword.

It is straightforward to show that for memoryless additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, the decision rule of (3) for MAPSE
decoding can be simplified to the following maximum-likelihood
sequence estimation (MLSE) type decoding using Bayes’ rule, if all
codewordscccl appear with the same probability

i = argmin
l

kcccl � yyyk2 :

For MLSE decoding of a codeword transmitted over a memoryless
AWGN channel, our decoding goal is equivalent to finding the valid
codewordcccl that is closest to the received sequenceyyy in terms of the
Euclidean distance. We can thus introduce a Euclidian metric

MMMccc = kcccl � yyyk2 (4)

for each codeword, and having calculated the whole set of metrics, we
opt for the codeword having the lowest metric, yielding

i = argmin
l

(MMMccc ) : (5)

When the code used can be described by a trellis, i.e., when the code
symbols are generated by an FSM, the task of finding the minimum
metric can be accomplished by using a dynamic programming method,
such as the Viterbi algorithm. This algorithm reduces the number of
metrics to be calculated by introducing metrics associated with paths
in the trellis, which can be recursively updated, if the path is extended
by one transition. The maximum number of paths/metrics, that has to
be kept in memory, is2 � kSk, if S is the set of states in the trellis
and each state transition is associated with a binary-input symbol. This
can be achieved without ever discarding the optimum path in the sense
of (5).

A. Comparison with Iterative Decoding

Since we have found a super-trellis representation for turbo codes,
we can now invoke the appropriately modified Viterbi algorithm in
order to MLSE decode the turbo code. In the Appendix, the optimality
of this decoding approach is proven. Similarly, the algorithm [4] pro-
posed by Bahlet al. could be used in order to MAPSSE decode the
turbo code along its super-trellis, obtaining exacta posterioriproba-
bilities for the information and code symbols. We have however imple-
mented an MLSE decoder, since several other attempts have already
been undertaken in order to MLSE decode turbo codes [13]–[15] and
since the complexity of an MLSE decoder is considerably lower than
that of an MAPSSE decoder.

In contrast to the aforementioned proposals for MLSE decoding of
turbo codes, when the super-trellis is used, the super-trellis decoding
imposes no restrictions on the information word lengthK of the code,
only on the super-trellis complexity and therefore on the structure of

the interleaver. Here we opted for rectangular interleavers having a low
number of columns and compared the decoding BER results to those
of an iterative “turbo” decoder.

All turbo codes in the following examples contain two identical com-
ponent scramblers. The first component scrambler was terminated at
the end of the information word, whereas the second component trellis
was left open at its right end. Puncturing was applied, in order to obtain
a turbo code of rate1=2. The code symbols were transmitted over an
AWGN channel using Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK).Eb=N0 rep-
resents the received energy per transmitted information bitEb divided
by the one-sided noise power spectral densityN0. The conventional, it-
erative “turbo” decoder benchmarker used the MAPSSE algorithm [4]
for decoding the component codes.

First, we consider a turbo code with component scramblers of
memoryM = 1 and a two-column interleaver, as used above for
Example 2. We examine a turbo code with a499 � 2 rectangular
interleaver, i.e., the information word length isK = 998. Fig. 7 shows
the BER results of our simulations. We have used a Viterbi decoder
for the “MLSE decoded” super-trellis as well as the “iterative” turbo
decoder and plotted the BER results after the first and 16th iterations.
We observe that for this example the code performance is quite low
(also displayed is the BER for uncoded transmission with the same
symbol energyEs = 1

2
Eb as for the coded transmission with rate

1=2). There is virtually no difference between the MLSE decoder
and the iterative one. Furthermore, we note that there is no BER
improvement for more than one iteration.

All turbo codes used in the following simulations incorporate com-
ponent scramblers of memoryM = 2, which was chosen in order
maintain a low complexity.

From Fig. 8 we can see that the BER differences between the nonit-
erative MLSE and iterative decoding become clearer for three-column
interleavers. We portrayed the simulation results for a33 � 3 (i.e.,
K = 99) and a333� 3 (K = 999) interleaver, where the curves cor-
respond to noniterative MLSE decoding and iterative decoding. The
first and 16th iterations are shown. Here, there is a gain in the iter-
ative algorithm, when performing more than one iteration. However,
the iterative decoder cannot attain the BER performance of the non-
iterative MLSE decoder. The remaining SNR gap is about 0.5 dB at
a BER of10�3. For lower BERs the associated curves seem to con-
verge. The turbo codes have an identical number of 4096 super states
in conjunction with both interleavers, which explains, why their coding
performance is fairly similar. Since both interleavers have an identical
number of columns, which determines the number of super states, their
respective number of rows hardly affects the coding performance, al-
though at low BERs the curve for the33� 3 interleaver diverges from
that of the333 � 3 interleaver. This is due to an edge effect at the
end of the super-trellis (or at the end of the two component trellises),
which shall not be discussed in more detail here and which causes an
error floor. Fig. 9 shows the performance of the iterative algorithm for
the turbo code with the333 � 3 interleaver. Specifically, the BER is
shown after one, two, four, eight, and 16 iterations, as is the BER curve
for the noniterative MLSE decoder. The performance improvements of
the iterative decoder appear to saturate after a few iterations, exhibiting
a performance gap with respect to the noniterative MLSE decoder. In
Fig. 10 we see that a clear gap also exists between the word error rate
(WER) curves obtained for the noniterative MLSE and the iterative de-
coder after 16 iterations using the33� 3 interleaver.

Fig. 11 portrays the BER results for a turbo code incorporating a
39 � 5 rectangular interleaver, yieldingK = 195. Observe that a
gap of about 0.25 dB remains between the performance of the itera-
tive and the noniterative MLSE decoder. Compared to Fig. 9, we note
that the gap has narrowed upon increasing the number of columns in
the interleaver from 3 to 5. Note, however, that only a low number of
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Fig. 7. Turbo coded BER performance forM = 1, 499� 2 rectangular interleaver: comparison between optimum noniterative and iterative decoding.

Fig. 8. Turbo coded BER performance forM = 2,33�3and333�3 rectangular interleavers: comparison between optimum noniterative and iterative decoding.

word errors were registered for each point in the BER curve of the op-
timum decoder. For example, only 1457 codewords were transmitted
at an SNR of10 log

10
(Eb=N0) = 3 (dB), of which 21 were in error

after decoding. The reason for this low number of transmitted code-
words is the complexity of the super-trellis for the turbo code, which
possesses220 super states. For the iterative decoder the associated com-
plexity is considerably lower. The component scramblers have four
states each. The iterative decoder exhibits a complexity per iteration,

which is about four times that of MLSE-decoding one of the compo-
nent codes (one forward and one backward recursion for both compo-
nent codes [4], [1]). The optimum noniterative decoder associated with
the large super-trellis has therefore a complexity, which corresponds to
about220=(4 � 4) = 216 iterations in the conventional “turbo” decoder
for the39 � 5-interleaver.

An intermediate result is that the process of iterative decoding is sub-
optimum. In practice, the interleavers, which have been investigated so
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Fig. 9. Turbo coded BER performance forM = 2, 333 � 3 rectangular interleavers: convergence behavior of the iterative algorithm compared to optimum
noniterative decoding.

Fig. 10. Turbo coded word error rate (WER) performance forM = 2, 33� 3 rectangular interleaver: comparison between optimum noniterative and iterative
decoding.

far, are not employed in practical turbo codes, since their performance
is relatively low in comparison to other interleavers. For short informa-
tion word lengths, such asK � 200, one normally employs rectangular
interleavers [16], where the number of rows approximately equals the
number of columns. For high information word lengthsK one nor-
mally employs random interleavers, in order to achieve a good coding
performance. The super-trellises, which belong to these schemes, are

fairly complex, as it was detailed in Section IV, and hence they cannot
be used for noniterative MLSE decoding in practical codecs.

B. Comparison with Conventional Convolutional Codes

In this subsection we do not wish to assess the performance of the it-
erative decoding algorithm in comparison to the optimum one. Instead,
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Fig. 11. Turbo coded BER performance forM = 2, 39� 5 rectangular interleaver: comparison between optimum noniterative and iterative decoding.

we compare the performance of a turbo code to that of conventional
convolutional codes, whose trellis exhibits the same complexity as that
of the turbo code super-trellis.

First of all we consider a turbo code with component scramblers
having a memory ofM = 1 and a two-column interleaver, as in Ex-
ample 2, but in this case with a499 � 2 rectangular interleaver. As
we have noted above in Example 2, the super-trellis is associated with
a maximum of 16 super states, of which only eight super states are
actually encountered in the super-trellis. Therefore, in Fig. 12 we com-
pared the performance of the turbo code (“TC”) having a499�2 rect-
angular interleaver and invoking noniterative MLSE decoding of the
super-trellis with that of a convolutional code (“C”) having a memory
of M = 3 (eight states, octal generator polynomials of15o and17o)
andM = 4 (16 states, generator polynomials of23o and35o), respec-
tively, which are also MLSE (Viterbi) decoded. We observe that both
convolutional codes are more powerful, than the turbo code of the same
decoder complexity, if the turbo code is optimally decoded.

Furthermore, in Fig. 13 we compared a turbo code having compo-
nent scramblers of memoryM = 2 and a333 � 3 rectangular in-
terleaver, which has a maximum of 4096 super states, with a convo-
lutional code of the same trellis complexity. Specifically, the convolu-
tional code’s memory wasM = 12 and the octal generator polyno-
mials were10533o and17661o, which are optimal according to [17].
Similarly to the previous case, for medium and high SNRs, the perfor-
mance of this convolutional code is significantly better than that of the
optimally decoded turbo code of the same trellis complexity.

In order to summarize, for both cases we found that a conventional
convolutional code is far more powerful than a noniterative MLSE-
decoded turbo code of the same trellis complexity.

VI. DISCUSSION OF THERESULTS

As mentioned earlier, when inspecting the super-trellis of Fig. 6 and
Table II, the trellis periodicity with period2—which is based on the
periodicity of the4�2 rectangular interleavers employed—is apparent.
In other words, we stated before that the structure of the trellis segments
depends on the time instantt, exhibiting different legitimate transitions

for differentt values. More explicitly, the trellis was different fort =
2 ! 3 andt = 3 ! 4, while it was identical fort = 2 ! 3 and
for t = 4! 5. We found that� � � rectangular interleavers exhibit a
periodicity in the super-trellis (if edge effects are ignored), which has
a period ofmin (�; �). By rearranging the interface states of the super
state vector one can eliminate the time-variant nature of the trellis and
hence a time-invariant super-trellis can be generated, which is identical
at all values oft. In the context of Example 2, we could relabel the super
state vectors as follows:

~S�

2 = S
(1)
2 ; S

(2)
5 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
1

~S�

3 = S
(1)
3 ; S

(2)
2 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
5

~S�

4 = S
(1)
4 ; S

(2)
6 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
2

~S�

5 = S
(1)
5 ; S

(2)
3 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
6

~S�

6 = S
(1)
6 ; S

(2)
7 ; S

(2)
4 ; S

(2)
3

in order to ensure that the two interface states, that have replaced two
previous interface states for generating super state~S�

t+1 from ~S�

t (see
Subsection III-C, scenario 1)), are always placed as the first two vector
elements, whereas the remaining interface states are the last two ele-
ments of the super state vector. Table III shows the corresponding super
state transitions for these relabeled super states. Note that relabeling of
the super states does not affect the output vectorCt associated with a
(relabeled) super state transition, which thus remains the same. Fig. 14
shows a part of the super-trellis for Example 2, which has been ren-
dered time-invariant by the above relabeling of the super states. It is
readily inferred that the constraint length for this example was2 for the
component scramblers, which increased to3 for the super-trellis. The
minimum free Hamming distance for this rate1=3 code is�free = 5,
if we take into consideration only paths in the time-invariant part of
the super-trellis (i.e., ignoring edge effects at the super-trellis start and
end). For comparison, the best conventional convolutional code with
eight states (constraint length4) and rate1=3 has�free = 10 [17],
which explains the convolutional code’s superior BER performance.
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Fig. 12. Turbo coded BER performance with a maximum of 16 super states, of which eight are reached, compared to convolutional codes with 16 and eight states.

Fig. 13. Turbo coded BER performance with 4096 super states compared to convolutional code with 4096 states.

In general, the time-invariant super-trellis of a turbo code having
a � � � rectangular interleaver, which has been obtained by rela-
beling the super states, is reminiscent of the trellis of a conventional
block-based or zero-terminated convolutional code. In general, the
constraint length of the turbo code super-trellis is1+m �M for com-
ponent scramblers having a memory ofM , wherem = min (�; �),

which is typically higher than the constraint length of a conven-
tional convolutional code, ifm is sufficiently high. The turbo code
super-trellis exhibits� 2M�2m super states. Unfortunately—as
underlined by our simulation results—its BER performance is
inferior to that of a good conventional convolutional code having the
same number of states.
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TABLE III
STATE TRANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATEDOUTPUT AFTER REARRANGING THE

INTERFACESTATES IN THE SUPER-STATE VECTOR FOREXAMPLE 2

Fig. 14. Three segments of the new time-invariant super-trellis of Example 2
obtained by relabeling the super states.

Although turbo codes, which exhibit a complex super-trellis, cannot
be noniterative MLSE—decoded for complexity reason, they can be
subjected to iterative decoding. Indeed, the more complex the super-
trellis, the closer the performance of the iterative decoding seems to
be to that of the noniterative MLSE decoding. The impact of the inter-
leaver is that it results in a high number of super states of the turbo code.
Hence the statistical dependencies between thea priori probabilities
input to one of the component decoders, which stem from the extrinsic
probabilities of the other component decoder, are reduced. This is also
the reason that throughout our simulations the iterative algorithm was
unable to reach the performance of the noniterative MLSE decoding,
while according to [6] this is possible on average across the range of
all feasible interleavers, although nearly all of these interleavers re-
sult in a relatively high super-trellis complexity. Another example of

convolutional codes having a high constraint length, which is decod-
able in an iterative fashion, is represented by the so-called low-density
parity-check codes [18]. Conventional turbo codes have a high number
of super states in their super-trellis and hence they are superior to con-
ventional convolutional codes having a low number of states. The ad-
vantage of turbo codes is that they are amenable to low-complexity
iterative decoding, although their super-trellis structure is not optimal
in terms of maximizing the minimum Hamming distance�min. The
low minimum Hamming distance of turbo codes is also reflected by
the so-callederror-floor of the BER curve [6], [8]. In general, the code
performance is only determined at medium to high SNRs by�min of the
code. At low SNR, where turbo codes show a high power efficiency, the
convenient shaping of the distance profile of turbo codes employing a
random interleaver, which has been described in [7], is more important
than achieving a high�min. The complex super-trellis of the turbo code
does not endeavor to optimize�min, but instead it is responsible for the
attractive shaping of the distance profile. Specifically, although there
exist low-weight paths in the super-trellis, nonetheless, in comparison
to other types of channel codes, only a low number of these paths ex-
ists.

If we consider, for example, a conventional nonrecursive convolu-
tional code with a free distance of�free, a single “1” in the information
sequence at the input of the encoder results in a nonzero weight path,
which is associated with a low output weight�1 with �free � �1 �
dL=Re, whereL is the constraint length,R is the rate of the code, and
d�e denotes the upwards rounding (ceiling) function. Accordingly, one
can givel � �1 as the upper bound of the associated codeword weight
for every information word of lengthK of a block-based or zero-ter-
minated convolutional code, which containsl binary “1” symbols. In
case of a smalll value there are at leastK

l
codewords of a block-based

or zero-terminated conventional convolutional code, which produce a
low output weight ofw � l � �1. For the class of recursive convo-
lutional codes this statement holds as well, since for every recursive
convolutional code, there is a nonrecursive code, that has the same set
of codewords and only differs in the mapping from information bits to
codewords. The same statement can be derived for turbo codes with a
rectangularinterleaver, which is due to the fact, that a time-invariant
super-trellis exists in this case, which exhibits a different trellis struc-
ture at different instantst. In a turbo code incorporating arandomin-
terleaver, however, there are much fewer codewords of a low weight
[8], [6]. In contrast to rectangular interleavers, in conjunction with the
random interleavers the number of low-weight paths does not increase
with K, which is the reason for the interleaver gain [6], [8].

VII. CONCLUSION

We have shown that turbo codes can be described by means of a
super-trellis, if the trellises of the component scramblers and the inter-
leaver structure are known. For rectangular interleavers one can model
this super-trellis as time-invariant, so that it resembles the trellis of a
conventional convolutional code. We have also argued that a “good”
conventional convolutional code of the same trellis complexity can be
more powerful than a turbo code. On the basis of simulations, we have
found that iterative decoding is suboptimum, at least for the investi-
gated simple rectangular interleavers having a low number of columns.
We have presented an upper bound for the super-trellis complexity of
turbo codes based on rectangular interleavers and an upper bound for
the super-trellis complexity averaged over all possible interleavers. The
second bound gives rise to the supposition that the complexity of a turbo
code having a random interleaver is of the same magnitude as that of a
random code.
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APPENDIX

PROOF OFALGORITHMIC OPTIMALITY

In order to show that using a Viterbi algorithm along the super-trellis
is optimum in the sense of noniterative MLSE decoding of turbo codes,
we have to demonstrate that when paths are discarded in the super-
trellis (in the following referred to assuper paths) during the course
of the Viterbi algorithm, the specific super path associated with the
optimum codewordcccopt in the sense of (5) (for BPSK transmission
over an AWGN channel) is never discarded.

LetMt be the set of codewords associated with the nondiscarded
super paths at decoding staget (corresponds to time instantt in the
encoder), which implies at staget = 0 thatM0 = {all valid codewords
ccci}. Let us now invoke the method of induction below.

We Claim That: cccopt 2 Mt8 t

Proof:
Commence Induction From:cccopt 2 M0:

Inductive Assumption:Let us assume that for an arbitraryt the
following is true:cccopt 2 Mt:

Induction Conclusion:When proceeding from the decoding
staget to the following staget + 1 by extending the surviving super
paths and then discarding all but one path merging into any super
state, the super path associated with the optimum codewordcccopt is not
discarded, i.e.,cccopt 2 Mt+1, as shown below.

From the mappings of the component scrambler FSMs we see
that the output symbolc(i)k of theith component scrambler at any tran-
sition indexk is a functionf1 of the encoder states(i)k�1 before this
transition and the current input symbolu

(i)
k , which can be expressed as

c
(i)
k = f1 s

(i)
k�1; u

(i)
k : (6)

Similarly to the output symbolc(i)k , the new encoder states(i)k is also a
function of the previous states(i)k�1 and the input symbolu(i)k , as shown
below

s
(i)
k = g1 s

(i)
k�1; u

(i)
k : (7)

A section(c(i)k+1; . . . ; c
(i)
l ) of a component codeword is therefore only

dependent on the encoder states
(i)
k at encoding stagek and the input

symbols(u(i)k+1; . . . ; u
(i)
l )

c
(i)
k+1; . . . ; c

(i)
l = fff2 s

(i)
k ; u

(i)
k+1; . . . ; u

(i)
l : (8)

We now consider decoding staget + 1 of the Viterbi algorithm for
the super-trellis. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the time index
t+ 1 in the variables. LetJ be the total number of sections in the two
component trellises belonging to the pre-history of the super-trellis as
regards to the current timet+1 entailing the sections in the component
trellises, which have already been explored by the decoder at decoding
staget + 1. Let N be the number of trellis sections belonging to the
post-history as regards tot + 1, which entails the so-far unexplored
sections. Every turbo codewordccc can be split into subvectors of two
types, namely, intoJ subvectorscccpre; j ; j = 1; . . . ; J of code symbols,
which are associated with theJ component trellis sections belonging
to the pre-history as regards tot + 1, and in

cccpost; n = c
(i )
k +1; . . . ; c

(i )
l ; n = 1; . . . ; N

which are associated with theN sections belonging to the post-history.
Let cccpre be a vector that contains all code symbols belonging to the

pre-history

cccpre = (cccpre; 1; . . . ; cccpre; J )

and letcccpost represent all the code symbols belonging to the post-his-
tory at decoding staget + 1

cccpost = (cccpost; 1; . . . ; cccpost;N ) :

Any codewordccc is hence constituted by these two vectors. Explicitly,
ccc is a specific permutation� of a concatenation of these two vectors,
where the actual nature of the permutation is irrelevant in this context,
leading to the following formulation:

ccc = � (cccpre; cccpost) : (9)

According to (8), for the post-historycccpost of any codewordccc, its
N constituent partscccpost; n depend only on the encoder states(i )

k

at the beginning of the specific sectionn; n = 1; . . . ; N in the cor-
responding component trellis and on the component scrambler input
(u

(i )
k +1; . . . ; u

(i )
l ) associated with the transitions inside this section.

Hence we obtain the following dependence:

cccpost = fff3 s
(i )
k ; s

(i )
k ; . . . ; s

(i )
k ; uuupost (10)

where

uuupost = u
(i )
k +1; . . . ; u

(i )
l ; u

(i )
k +1; . . . ; u

(i )
l

represents the information symbols associated with the post-history
of this codewordccc, and wherefff3 expresses a functional dependence,
which does not have to be further specified here. Furthermore, from (7),
we obtain a second dependence for the states at the end of the sections

s
(i )
l ; s

(i )
l ; . . . ; s

(i )
l = ggg2 s

(i )
k ; s

(i )
k ; . . . ; s

(i )
k ; uuupost :

(11)

Again,ggg2 represents a functional dependence, whose actual nature is
irrelevant in this context.

The encoder statess
(i )

l ; j = 1; . . . ; J ands(i )
k ; n = 1; . . . ; N

constitute the super states�, that the super path associated with the
codewordccc is merging into at time instantt + 1, as discussed in Sec-
tion III-C. The codeword symbols belonging to the post-history can
therefore be expressed by

cccpost = fff4 (s
�; uuupost) (12)

and this vectorcccpost exists, if and only if(s�; uuupost) is a valid pair
according to the condition of (11).

When two super paths merge into a super states� at decoding stage
t + 1, then the interface states in all the component trellis sections
constituting the pre-history as regards tot + 1 are identical for the
two super paths, which is clear from the definition of the super states
in Section III-C.

Suppose that the optimum codewordcccopt is associated with the super
path

>
popt (the> identifies it as a path) merging into the super state

s�opt at decoding staget+ 1. Since we have imposed thatcccopt 2 Mt,
this super path has not been discarded in earlier decoding stages and
is present in the Viterbi decoder at the current staget + 1 before the
discarding process commences.

Let ccc
p

denote the code symbols belonging to the super path
>
popt

(i.e., the output of the turbo encoder FSM associated with this super
path of lengtht+1). Thusccc

p
is identical tocccopt; pre (pre-history part

of cccopt), andcccopt; post represents the remaining code symbols ofcccopt.
We denote the information symbols associated with the post-history of
cccopt by uuuopt; post. Then we see from (12) that

cccopt; post = fff4 s
�

opt; uuuopt; post (13)
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and from (9) we have

cccopt = � ccc
p

; cccopt; post : (14)

Let ccc
p

represent the code symbols associated with another super

path
>
p2 merging intos�opt at time instantt + 1. Then foreveryvalid

>
p2, we can construct a valid codeword

ccc2 = � ccc
p
; cccopt; post (15)

wherecccopt; post is given in (13).
If in the Viterbi algorithm,MMM

p
is the Euclidian metric (cf. (4))

in the pre-history part (i.e., the metric of the code symbolsccc
p

as-

sociated with super path
>
popt) andMMMopt; post is the metric associated

with the code symbolscccopt; post in the post-history part of the code-
wordcccopt, then the Euclidian metric ofcccopt is given by

MMMccc =MMM
p

+MMMopt; post (16)

which is the minimum of all codeword metricsMMMccc .
For the metricMMMccc of the codewordccc2 this means that

MMMccc =MMM
p

+MMMopt; post �MMMccc =MMM
p

+MMMopt; post (17)

and, consequently, forall valid
>
p2 merging intos�opt

MMM
p

�MMM
p
: (18)

In the discarding process of decoding staget+1, any super path
>
p2

leading to the super states�opt is discarded because of its higher metric

MMM
p

and the optimum super path
>
popt leading to this super state is

retained, i.e.,cccopt 2Mt+1.
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The Weight Hierarchies of Some Product Codes

Jeng Yune Park

Abstract—We determine the weight hierarchies of the product of an
-tuple space and an arbitrary code, the product of an -dimensional

even-weight code and the[24 12 8] extended Golay code, and the
product of an -dimensional even-weight code and the[8 4 4]
extended Hamming code. The conjecture = is proven for all three
cases.

Index Terms—Generalized Hamming weight, product codes, weight hi-
erarchy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this correspondence, all codes considered will be binary
linear codes. We writeD C whenD is a subcode ofC.

Thesupport�(D) of a subsetD �
n
2 is the set of positions where

at least one vector inD is nonzero. We remark that ifD is a linear code
then�(D) = �(basis ofD). The rth generalized Hamming weight
(GHW) of an[n; k; d] codeC is defined as

dr = dr(C) = minfj�(D)j jD C and dim(D) = rg :

Theweight hierarchyof C is the set of GHWsfd0; d1; d2; . . . ; dkg.
An [n; k] codeC is said to satisfy thechain conditionprovided that,

for eachr(1 r k), there exists anr-dimensional subcodeDr of
C such that

dr(C) = j�(Dr)j andD1 < D2 < D3 < � � � < Dk = C:
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Wei and Yang [2] introduced the notationd�r for a product codeC1

C2, which is defined in terms of the GHWs ofC1 andC2. (See Section
II-B.) They conjectured thatdr = d�r if both C1 andC2 satisfy the
chain condition. In this correspondence, we prove the conjecture for
two classes of product codes: the product of anm-dimensional even-
weight code and the[24; 12; 8] extended Golay code, and the product
of anm-dimensional code and the[8; 4; 4] extended Hamming code.
At the same time, we determine the weight hierarchies of these two
product codes. We also show thatdr(

n
2 
 C) = d�r for an arbitrary

codeC.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Product Codes

Definitions 1: Theproduct codeC1 
 C2 of an [n1; k1] codeC1

and an[n2; k2] codeC2 is defined by

C1 
 C2 = ccc = (cij) 1 i n
1 j n

(cij)1 i n 2 C1 8 j

(cij)1 j n 2 C2 8 i

that is, the set ofn1�n2 arrays whose columns belong toC1 and rows
toC2. Theproductxxx 
 yyy of two vectorsxxx = (x1; x2; . . . ; xn ) and
yyy = (y1; y2; . . . ; yn ) is then1 � n2 matrixxxxTyyy whose(i; j)-entry
is xiyj .

The pair(i; j) is in �(C1 
 C2) if there exists a codewordccc 2
C1 
 C2 with cij 6= 0. The following lemma is well known.

Lemma 2: The productC1 
 C2 of an [n1; k1; d
1] codeC1 and

an [n2; k2; d2] codeC2 has parameters[n1n2; k1k2; d1d2]. Further-
more, iffxxx1; xxx2; . . . ; xxxk g andfyyy

1
; yyy

2
; . . . ; yyyk g are bases forC1

andC2, respectively,fxxxi 
 yyyj j1 i k1; 1 j k2g is a basis
for C1 
 C2.

B. d�r(C1 
 C2)

Throughout this section, letC1; C2 be[n1; k1], [n2; k2] codes with
the weight hierarchiesfd11; d

1

2; . . . ; d
1

k g andfd21; d
2

2; . . . ; d
2

k g, re-
spectively.

Helleseth and Kløve [4] refined the definition ofd�r using the con-
cept of partition. In the following, we use the definition and notations
established in [4].

Definitions 3: A partition � of a positive integerr is a sequence
(t1; t2; . . . ; ts) of integers such thatt1 t2 � � � ts 1 and

s

i=1
ti = r. We may think of a partition� = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) as an

s � t1 matrix of squares and blanks, where rowi containsti squares,
all to the left. A (u; v)-partition of r is a partition(t1; t2; . . . ; ts)
such thats u and t1 v. Let P(u; v; r) denote the set of all
(u; v)-partitions ofr.

Definition 4: For a partition� = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) in P(k1; k2; r),
definer� by

r� = r�(C1; C2) =

s

i=1

(d1i � d
1

i�1)d
2

t

andd�r(C1 
 C2) by

d
�

r(C1 
 C2) = minfr�(C1; C2)j� 2 P(k1; k2; r)g: (1)

We note that the chain condition was not assumed in the definition
of d�r . A result similar to the following lemma is stated in [2] with the

assumption of the chain condition for bothC1 andC2. In the following,
we do not assume the chain condition.

Lemma 5: For all r such that1 r k1k2

d
�

r(C1 
 C2) = d
�

r(C2 
 C1):

Proof: The result follows directly from the observation

r�(C1; C2) =

s

i=1

(d1i � d
1

i�1)d
2

t

=

s

i=1

t

j=1

(d1i � d
1

i�1)(d
2

j � d
2

j�1)

made by Helleseth and Kløve [4] .

Lemma 6 [2]: If C1 andC2 satisfy the chain condition, then for all
r with 1 r k1k2

d
�

r(C1 
 C2) dr(C1 
 C2):

Remark 7: Wei and Yang [2] conjectured that the equality in Lemma
6 holds for allr if both C1 andC2 satisfy the chain condition. They
established the conjecture in a few cases: for the product of two even-
weight codes, for the product of a dual Hamming code and an even-
weight code, and for the product of a first-order Reed–Muller code
and an even-weight code. Barbero and Tena [3] proved the conjecture
for r 4 without assuming the chain condition. In Theorem 8 of the
following section, we do not assume the chain condition forC either.

Helleseth and Kløve [4] used the following method to calculater�

directly from the weight hierarchies of component codes. We will use
this method in the next section.

Let � = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) 2 P(k1; k2; r). From the expression of
r� (in the Proof of Lemma 5) we have

r� =

s

i=1

t

j=1

�ij (2)

where�ij = (d1i � d1i�1)(d
2

j � d2j�1). Consider thek1 � k2 matrix

� =

�11 �12 . . . �1k

�21 �22 . . . �2k

...
...

. . .
...

�k 1 �k 2 . . . �k k

:

Then, by (2), we getr� by taking the sum of the elements of the matrix
covered by�.

III. W EIGHT HIERARCHY C 
 n
2

Here,C represents an arbitrary binary linear code.

Theorem 8: LetC be an[m; k] code. Then, for allr, 0 r kn

dr(C 
 n
2 ) = d

�

r(C 
 n
2 ):

Proof: LetD be anr-dimensional subcode ofC 
 n
2 . We may

think of a codeword ofC
 n
2 as a1�n row vector[xxx1; xxx2; . . . ; xxxn]

wherexxx1; xxx2; . . . ; xxxn arem � 1 column vectors ofC. We now can
consider anr � n generator “matrix” ofD, whose entries arem � 1
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column vectors ofC. After elementary row operations and reordering
of column positions if necessary, we have a generator matrix

D =

B1

B2 �

B3 �

O
. . .

Bs r�n

where

Bi =

ccci1

ccci2
...

cccit

;

cccij 2 C

ccci1; ccci2; . . . ; cccit linearly independent
(t1; t2; . . . ts) 2 P(n; k; r):

(3)

Consider the matrixD0 obtained fromD by changing� to 0

D0 =

B1

B2 0

B3 0

0
. . .

Bs r�n

with (3). (4)

The rows ofD0 are linearly independent, so it generates anr-dimen-
sional subcodeD0 of C 
 n

2 , such thatj�(D0)j j�(D)j.
On the other hand, for any partition(t1; t2; . . . ts)2P(n; k; r), we

can findti linearly independent vectors ofC for all i= 1; 2; . . . ; s:
Thus there is anr-dimensional subcode, whose generator matrix is of
the form (4). Therefore, in order to finddr(C 
 n

2 ), we only need to
consider the subcodesD0 that have a generator matrix of the form (4).

For a fixed partition� = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) of r

j�(D0)j =

s

i=1

j�(Bi)j =

s

i=1

t

j=1

�(cccij)

is minimal whenj t

j=1
�(cccij)j are minimal for alli = 1; 2; . . . ; s.

This happens whenj t

j=1
�(cccij)j = dt (C). Hence

dr(C 
 n
2 ) = min

s

i=1

dt (C)j� = (t1; . . . ; ts) 2 P(n; k; r)

= minfr�(C;
n
2 )j� 2 P(n; k; r)g

= d
�

r(C 
 n
2 ):

Let G denote the[24; 12; 8] extended Golay code. The weight hier-
archy ofG is [1]

f8; 12; 14; 15; 16; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24g (5)

As a corollary to the previous theorem, we determine the weight hier-
archy of n

2 
 G by finding d�r(
n
2 
 G).

Corollary 9: For1 r 12n, dr( n
2 
G) = 24(a�1)+db(G)

wherea; b are positive integers such thatr=12(a�1)+ b, 0<b 12:
Proof: The[n; n; 1] code n

2 has weight hierarchyfd1i = ij0
i ng and sod1i �d1i�1 = 1 for all i = 1; 2; . . . ; n. The Golay code
G has weight hierarchy as in (5). Hence we have

� =

8 4 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
8 4 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

n�12

:

For a fixedr with 1 r 12n, we can find unique positive integers
a andb such thatr = 12(a� 1) + b, 0 < b 12. Let

�0 = (12; 12; . . . ; 12

a�1

; b) 2 P(n; 12; r):

We will show thatd�r = r� for all r. We claim that: If� 6= �0, then
we can find a partition�0 2 P(n; 12; r), obtained from� by moving
the squares, such thatr� r� and�0 is closer to�0 than� is.

Consider� = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) and letl be such thatti = 12 for
eachi < l, but tl < 12. Note thats > l (and sotl 6= 0) under our
assumption� 6= �0. If tl + 1 6= 2; 3; 6, define�0 by

�
0 = (t1; . . . ; tl�1; tl + 1; tl+1; . . . ; ts�1; ts � 1)

that is, one square is moved from rows to row l. Since�l; t +1 =
1 �s; t , we haver� r� .

If tl + 1 = 2; 3, or 6, thentl 5 and sots 5. Hence, we have
tl + ts 10 12 = tl�1 and

�
0 = (t1; . . . ; tl�1; tl + ts; tl+1; . . . ; ts�1)

is an(n; 12)-partition ofr, obtained from� by removing rows and
addingts squares to rowl. The differencer��r� is positive because

r� �r� = d
2

t � (d2t +t � d
2

t )

8� (d22t � d
2

t )

2

for tl = 1; 3; 5. Sor� r� .
We continue the procedure until we reachl = s, i.e., until we obtain

�0. Henced�r = r� and we getd�r(
n
2 
G) = 24(a� 1) + db(G)

wherer = 12(a� 1) + b, 0 < b 12. Therefore, by Lemma 5 and
Theorem 8, we have

dr(
n
2 
G) = 24(a� 1) + db(G):

IV. WEIGHT HIERARCHY OFEm 
 G

The [24; 12; 8] extended Golay codeG satisfies the chain condi-
tion [2]. The [m + 1; m; 2] even-weight codeEm also satisfies the
chain condition. The product of the two codesEm 
 G is a [24(m+
1); 12m; 16] code. In this section, we first calculated�r(Em
G) and
then show that these upper bounds are equal to the GHWsdr(Em
G).

A. d�r(Em 
 G)

Let fd1i j1 i mg andfd2j j1 j 12g be the weight hierar-
chies ofEm andG, respectively. The matrix� for the product code
Em 
 G is the followingm � 12 matrix:

� =�(Em 
G)

=

16 8 4 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2

8 4 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
8 4 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

m�12

:

Notation 1: Forr such that1 r 12m, lets andb be the unique
positive integers determined by the following:

r = 12(s� 1) + b; 0 < b 12:

Note that thiss is the minimum possible number of rows that an
(m; 12)-partition ofr can have.

Lemma 10: Let r ands be as in Notation 1. Then

d
�

r(Em 
G) = d
�

r(Es 
G):
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Fig. 1. The corner positions () in partition(6; 4; 4; 3; 1)

TABLE I
COMPARISON OFr with r

Proof: We viewEs
G as a subcode ofEm
G by viewingEs

as a subcode ofEm with the latestm�s coordinates equal to0. Then,
by (1) and Lemma 2

d�r(Em 
G) d�r(Es 
G):

Now we prove that there exists a partition�0 2 (s; 12; r) such that
r� (Em; G) = d�r(Em 
 G).

Let � 2 (m; 12; r) be such that

r� = r�(Em; G) = d�r(Em 
G):

If � 2 P(s; 12; r) then take�0 = �. Now suppose that

� = (t1; t2; . . . ; tl) =2 P(s; 12; r):

Then l > s and there exists at least one “corner” among rows
1; . . . ; l � 1. The “corners” are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Move the rightmost square in the last row of� to one of the corners
of �. The result is a partition ofr, which hastl � 1 squares in rowl.
Sinces < l, we can continue this procedure until all the squares in the
row l are removed. The final partition�0 = (t01; . . . ; t

0
l�1) hasl � 1

rows, i.e.,�0 2 P(l� 1; 12; r). Next, we show thatr� r� .
Letrt denote the sum of the elements of� covered by the last row

of �, andr� n� denote the sum of the elements of� covered by the
positions which are in�0 but not in�. Then

r� = r� + (rt �r�n� ):

By Table I,rt r�n� for all cases. Hencer� r� .
If �0 has more thans rows (i.e.,l � 1 > s) then rename�0 as�

and repeat the procedure. We repeat thisl � s times to get a partition
�0 with s rows. In each step,r does not increase, sor�(Em; G)
r� (Em; G). Also, since�0 2 P(s; 12; r), r� (Em; G) =
r� (Es; G). Hence, we have

d�r(Em 
G) = r�(Em; G) r� (Es; G) d�r(Es 
G):

Remark 11: The above Lemma implies that

� � � = d�r(Em+1 
G) = d�r(Em 
G)

= d�r(Em�1 
G) = � � � = d�r(Es 
G):

Let d�r denote this common value. In order to findd�r , we only need to
consider partitions inP(s; 12; r).

TABLE II
d (E 
 G)

TABLE III
d (G) + d (G)

Lemma 12: Letr; s; b be as in Notation 1 and letk; a be the unique
integers satisfyingr = sk + a, 0 < a s. Then

d�r = d�r(Em 
G)

=

2 dr(G); if 1 r 12

minf24s+ db(G);

(s+ 1)dk(G) + a+ 1g; if 13 r 72

24s+ db(G) if r 73.
Proof: We first define two special partitions�0 and�1. The par-

tition �0 is defined by

�0 = (12; 12; . . . ; 12

s�1

; b) 2 P(s; 12; r):

Then

r� =
2 dr(G); if s = 1

24s+ db(G); otherwise.

The partition�1 is defined by

�1 = (k + 1; k + 1; . . . ; k + 1

a

; k; . . . ; k

s�a

) 2 P(s; 12; r)

i.e., its conjugate partition�1 satisfies

�1 = (s; s; . . . ; s

k

; a) 2 P(k+ 1; s; r):

Hence

r� =
2 dr(G); if s = 1

(s+ 1)dk(G) + a+ 1; otherwise.

Recall

d�r = d�r(Es 
G) = minfr�(Es; G)j� 2 P(s; 12; r)g:

Cases = 1(1 r 12): Since there is only one partition in
P(1; 12; r), �0 = �1 andd�r = r� = r� = 2 dr(G):
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TABLE IV
maxfd (G) + d ; 3 d (G)g [s = 1; 1 r 12]

TABLE V
maxfd (G) + d ; 3 d (G)g [s = 2; 13 r 24]

TABLE VI
maxfd (G) + d ; 4 d (G)g [s = 3; 25 r 36]

Case2 s 6(13 r 72): For eachr, there are at most 11 par-
titions inP(s; 12; r). Careful examination reveals that the minimum
r� occurs when the partition� is either�0 or �1. Hence

d
�

r = minfr� ;r� g

= minf24s+ db(G); (s+ 1)dk(G) + a+ 1g:

Cases 7(r 73): Let �0 = (t1; t2; . . . ; ts) 2 P(s; 12; r) be
different from�0 = (12; . . . ; 12; b). Thents > b and hence

rt rb+1 rb + �

where� 2 f1; 2; 4g. Hencer� �r� � � 1 0. So

d
�

r = r� = 24s+ db(G):
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TABLE VII
maxfd (G) + d ; 5 d (G)g [s = 4; 37 r 48]

TABLE VIII
maxfd (G) + d ; 6 d (G)g [s = 5; 49 r� 60]

In Table II, the number on the(s; b)-position isd�r wherer = 12(s�
1) + b; 0 < b 12. Except for the positions with bold numbers,
d�r = r� . For the positions with bold numbers,d�r = r� < r�

with r� � r� 2 f1; 2; 3g.

B. GHW ofEm 
 G

Lemma 13: For allm 1 and1 r 12m,

dr(Em 
G) d
�

r :

Proof: Induction onm. Let D be anr-dimensional subcode of
Em 
 G. We will show thatj�(D)j d�r . Let s andb be the unique
positive numbers such that

r = 12(s� 1) + b; 0 < b 12:

Supposem = 1. Then1 r 12 ands = 1. The elements ofE1 

G are2 � 24 matrices with identical rows, and these rows are Golay
codewords. A basis ofD consists ofr linearly independent matrices of
this type. Thus we have

j�(D)j 2 dr(G) = d
�

r ; for 1 r 12

by Lemma 12.

Now assumem > 1 and1 r 12m. LetRi denote the subspace
of G consisting ofith rows of all the elements inD. Without loss of
generality

0 < dimR1 dimRi; 1 i m+ 1:

Write t = dimR1. Then by the monotonicity of GHW

dt(G) < ddimR (G) 8 i > 1:

Also, by the definition of GHW

j�(Ri)j ddimR (G) 8 i:

So we have

j�(D)j =

m+1

i=1

j�(Ri)j

m+1

i=1

ddimR (G) > (m+ 1)dt(G):

Sincem s 1 andm 2, we have

j�(D)j
3 dt(G); if s = 1

(s+ 1)dt(G); if s 2:

Considerr basis elements forD. Using the elementary “row” oper-
ations on theser (m+1)�24 matrices as “rows,” we get a basis with
the following properties:

i) the first t elements have linearly independent first rows, which
are Golay codewords;

ii) the remainingr � t basis elements have all zero first rows and,
viewed as elements ofEm�1 
 G, they generate an(r � t)-di-
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TABLE IX
maxfd (G) + d ; 7 d (G)g [s = 6; 61 r 72]

TABLE X
maxfd (G) + d ; 8 d (G)g [s = 7; 73 r 84]

mensional subcode ofEm�1
G. Hence, we have another lower
bound forj�(D)j

j�(D)j = j�(R1)j+

m+1

i=2

j�(Ri)j

dt(G) + dr�t(Em�1 
G)

dt(G) + d
�

r�t by induction hypothesis. (7)

We show that one of the lower bounds (6) and (7) is bigger
thand�r .

Cases = 1(1 r 12): In this case,t r = b. In Table IV, the
number in(t; b) position ismaxf3 dt(G); dt(G) + d�r�tg, which is
a lower bound forj�(D)j. For eachb (and so for eachr), the smallest
number is boxed for comparison withd�r . The last row of the table is
d�rs. By the table, we see thatd�r j�(D)j in this case.

Case2 s 7(13 r 84): If b > t, then

d
�

r�t = 24s+ db�t(G)� �

where� = 0; 1; 2, or 3. Hence

j�(D)j dt(G) + d
�

r�t by (7)

= dt(G) + 24s+ db�t(G)� �

=24s+ [dt(G) + db�t(G)]� �

24s+ [db(G) + 4]� � by Table III

> 24s+ db(G) = r�

d
�

r :

If b t, Tables IV–X show that

j�(D)j maxf(s+ 1)dt(G); d
�

r�t + dt(G)g

d
�

r :

Cases 8(r 85): If b > t, then

d
�

r�t = 24s+ db�t(G):

Hence

j�(D)j dt(G) + 24s+ db�t(G)

= 24s+ [dt(G) + db�t(G)]

> 24s+ db(G) by Table III

= d
�

r :

If b t, then

d
�

r�t = 24(s� 1) + d12+b�t(G):

Hence

j�(D)j dt(G) + 24(s� 1) + d12+b�t(G)

24s+ [dt(G) + d12+b�t(G)� 24]

24s+ db(G) by Table III

= d
�

r :
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Therefore, for allm 1 and1 r 12m

dr(Em 
G) d
�

r :

Theorem 14: For allm 1 and1 r 12m

dr(Em 
G) = d
�

r

=

2 dr(G); if 1 r 12

minf24s+ db(G);

(s+ 1)dk(G) + a+ 1g; if 13 r 72;

24s+ db(G); if r 73:

Proof: Let s denote the integer determined uniquely by

r = 12(s� 1) + b and 0 < b 12:

Let D be anr-dimensional subcode ofEs 
 G such thatj�(D)j =
dr(Es 
 G):

By appending(m � s) zero rows to each element ofD, we get an
r-dimensional subcodeD0 of Em 
 G with the same support asD.
Thus we have

dr(Em 
G) j�(D0)j = dr(Es 
G):

Also, we sawdr(Es 
 G) d�r in the previous section. Combine
above with the previous lemma to get

d
�

r dr(Em 
G) dr(Es 
G) d
�

r :

Therefore,

d
�

r = dr(Em 
G); for all m:

V. WEIGHT HIERARCHY OFEm 
H

The [8; 4; 4] extended Hamming codeH satisfies the chain con-
dition and has the weight hierarchyf4; 6; 7; 8g [1]. The product of
an even-weight code and the Hamming codeEm 
 H is an [8(m +
1); 4m; 8] code. Using the same method as in theEm 
 G case, we
can determine the weight hierarchy ofEm 
H .

Theorem 15: For allm 1 and1 r 4m

dr(Em 
H) = d
�

r =

2 db(H); if 1 r 4

21; if r = 6

8s+ db(H); otherwise

wheres; b are unique integers satisfyingr = 4(s�1)+b; 0 < b 4.
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A Linear Programming Estimate of the Weight Distribution
of BCH

Massimiliano Sala and Aldo Tamponi

Abstract—To estimate the weight distribution of a binary linear code,
a linear programming approach has been proposed, which leads to the
best known values for BCH(255 ). Following that approach, we pro-
pose three methods which give tighter estimates. At the same time, we find
the distance of the dual of BCH[255 199 15].

Index Terms—BCH codes, dual distance, linear programming, unde-
tected error, weight distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the weight distribution of a binary linear code gives
its Pue (Probability of Undetected Error) in the binary symmetric
channel [1, p. 397].

Extensive work has been done on estimating the weight distribu-
tion of Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, in particular
binary primitive codes BCH(2m � 1; k). The weight distribution of
BCH(127; k) codes is known for allk [2]; the weight distribution is
also known for BCH(255; k) codes, fork � 63 andk � 207 [3].
Many estimates have been proposed, some recently (see, for example,
[4]), but for small codes (those that allow effective computation) the
best estimates are obtained via the linear programming approach pro-
posed by Kasami, Fujwara, and Lin [5]. Our work is an improvement
to [5], which leads, in some cases, to significant tightening of the
estimates.

II. PRESENTATION OF THEMETHODS

Let H be a binary linear code,Ai be the number of its words of
weight i andBj the number of words (of weightj) of its dual. Then
eachAi can be represented as a linear function of theBj , via the
MacWilliams identities [6], and theBj have to satisfy the Pless iden-
tities, which are linear functions.

Choosing two codes,H1 (called subcode) andH2 (called super-
code), such thatH1 � H � H2, we defineAi(H1) (Ai(H2)) as
the number of words of weighti of H1 (H2) andBj(H1) (Bj(H2))
as the number of words of weightj of the dual ofH1 (H2). Then

8 j 2 f0; . . . ; ng; Bj(H2) �Bj � Bj(H1) (1)

8 i 2 f0; . . . ; ng; Ai(H1) �Ai � Ai(H2): (2)

Method A (Kasami, Fujiwara, and Lin [5])

One solves a linear programming problem for eachi, thinking of the
Bj as independent variables, of theAi as the function to be maximized
(or minimized) and of the Pless identities on theBj as constraints. In
particular for BCH(2m � 1; k) one can simplify the problem by using
known properties of such codes. First of all, one can consider the ex-
tended codes EBCH(2m; k), because in this caseAh = 0 andBh = 0
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for h odd [9]. In addition,Bn�j = Bj andAn�i = Ai [3], where
n = 2m is the length of the extended code. In this way, the computation
is simplified by reducing the number of variables(Bj) and functions
(Ai). From the estimatedAi of the extended code, one can come back
to the weight distribution of the nonextended one via two simple for-
mulas which hold for binary primitive BCH codes [7, Theorem 8.15,
p. 246]. Once these estimates are found, one can compute thePue for
any desired bit-error rate [1, p. 397].

Method B

For anyH one can always find a supercode and a subcode, at least
just taking asH1 andH2, respectively, the smallest code constituted
by the null word and the largest code constituted by the set of all
possible words. If one knows the valuesBj(H1), Bj(H2), then one
can consider the inequalities (1) as natural constraints on the variables
Bj , reducing the simplex containing the possible solutions. Knowing
Ai(H1); Ai(H2), one can use (2) to obtain more constraints on the
Bj , as we can replace theAi with their expressions as functions of the
Bj via the MacWilliams identities. So, as in Method A, one solves a
linear programming problem for eachi, thinking of theBj as inde-
pendent variables and of theAi as the function to be maximized (or
minimized), but this time the constraints are the Pless identities onBj ,
(1), (2). As for Method A, one can now compute thePue.

Method C

Method B works also by using appropriate estimates forH1 and/or
H2. So we can propose an iterative form of Method B as follows.

Suppose that there exist two other codes,G1 andG2, such that
G1 � H1 � H � H2 � G2 and whose weight distributions are
known. First, one applies Method B to estimate both the weight dis-
tribution ofH1 (via the inclusion relationsG1 � H1 � G2) and the
weight distribution ofH2 (via the inclusion relationsG1 � H2 � G2).
Second, one applies Method B to estimate the weight distribution of
H (via the standard inclusion relationsH1 � H � H2), using for
Ai(H1), Ai(H2), Bj(H1), Bj(H2) the values found in the previous
step. Finally, one computes thePue.

Method D

One can slightly modify Method B. First, one fixes the value of the
bit-error rate for which the estimate of thePue is desired. Second, one
solves a linear programming problem, using the same variables and
the same constraints of Method B, but changing the functions to be
maximized (minimized): instead of theAi, one can directly maximize
(minimize) thePue, seen as a linear function of theBj . In this way one
does not find the weight distribution ofH , but one obtains still tighter
estimates of thePue for the chosen bit-error rate.

III. REMARKS

Actual computation has shown remarkable improvements. To mea-
sure how accurate our (upper) estimates are, we have used two param-
eters:maxPue and the relative error on the sum (RES) of theAi (the
latter is not applicable to Method D). The parametermaxPue is the
maximum value of thePue in correspondence to all bit-error rates mul-
tiple of 0:01. If we call�i an estimate ofAi, then we can define

RES= �i � Ai Ai :

In fact, we know the value of Ai, which is just the total number
of words in the code (i.e.,2k if the code is an EBCH(2m; k)). The
parametermaxPue is more strongly influenced by theAi terms with
lower i, while the RES is more strongly influenced by theAi terms
with higheri.

Another fact should be mentioned. Surprisingly enough, adding only
the constraints0 = Ai(H1) � Ai gives sometimes interesting im-
provements, in particular it prevents the lower estimates of theAi terms
to be negative, as happens, for example, when applying Method A to
BCH[255; 199; 15] to search the minima of theAi.

IV. THE DISTANCE OF THE DUAL OF THE

BCH[255; 199; 15] CODE IS64

A crucial point is the Hamming distance of the dual code(d0): the
larger it is, the fewer variables(Bj) we have to use and the more accu-
rate will be the result. For binary primitive BCH codes, the Hamming
distance of the dual of the extended code is equal to the Hamming dis-
tance of the dual of the nonextended one [10, p. 176].

For EBCH[256; 199; 16] (hence for BCH[255; 199; 15]) we have
found the exact value ofd0, which is a new result, as of the 1996 paper
[9]. According to [8] and [9],d0 � 58 and, according to [3] (with
the obvious inclusion BCH[255; 199; 15] � BCH[255; 207; 13]), it
is also known thatd0 � 64. But, according to [10, p. 181],d0 is a
multiple of4. So the possible values ford0 are only60 and64. Denoting
RM(r;m) the Reed–Muller code of orderr and length2m, we find [6,
p. 385]

RM(4; 8) �EBCH[256; 199; 16] (3)

RM(3; 8) �EBCH[256; 139; 32] � EBCH[256; 191; 18] (4)

where RM(4; 8) has dimension163 and RM(3; 8) has dimension93.
The inclusion (3) implies (passing to dual codes) that the dual code of
EBCH[256; 199; 16] is included in RM(3; 8), as RM(3; 8) is the dual
of RM(4; 8) [7, p. 317]. But RM(3; 8) has no codeword of weight60
[10], so for EBCH[256; 199; 16] A60 = 0, proving thatd0 is not60.
As a consequence,d0 is 64.

V. SOME SAMPLE CASES

We present here an application of our methods to the fol-
lowing codes: BCH[255; 199; 15], BCH[255; 191; 17], and
BCH[255; 139; 31]. We use (3) and (4), since the weight distributions
of RM(3; 8) and RM(4; 8) are known [10].

For EBCH[256; 199; 16], we take as supercode
EBCH[256; 207; 14], whose weight distribution is known [3], and as
subcode RM(4; 8). So to BCH[255; 199; 15] we apply Method B.

For EBCH[256; 191; 18], we choose RM(3; 8) as H1 and
EBCH[256; 199; 16] as H2. But the weight distribution of
EBCH[256; 199; 16] is unknown, so we apply Method C, using
the upper estimates we derived previously for theAi(H2), and as
lower estimates of theBj(H2) we take the weight distribution of the
dual of EBCH[256; 207; 14].

For EBCH[256; 139; 32], we take RM(3; 8) as H1 and
EBCH[256; 191; 18] asH2. As before, the weight distribution ofH2

is not known, so we apply Method C, using the upper estimates we de-
rived previously for theAi(H2), and as lower estimates of theBj(H2)
we put the weight distribution of the dual of EBCH[256; 207; 14] (as
a matter of fact, we are iterating twice).

Ford0 of BCH[255; 191; 17] and BCH[255; 139; 31], exact values
are still unknown, so we use the best known lower estimates, respec-
tively, 42 and26 [8], [9]. For each code we do five computations, fo-
cusing on the maximization of the functions, summarized in Tables I
and II.

• “RES 1,” the RES obtained by Method A;
• “RES 2,” the RES obtained by Method B or C;
• “Pue 1,” themaxPue obtained by Method A;
• “Pue 2,” themaxPue obtained by Method B or C;
• “Pue 3,” themaxPue obtained by Method D.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN UPPER ESTIMATES

OF A

TABLE II
COMPARISONBETWEEN UPPERESTIMATES OFmaxP

TABLE III
DIFFERENTUPPERESTIMATES OFmaxP FOR BCH[255; 139; 31]

In Table I the first column contains the dimension ofH , the second
one contains the distance of the dual code ofH (or a lower estimate),
the following two columns contain the RES calculated as above, the
last two columns1 contain, respectively, the dimensions ofH1 andH2.
Table II is similar to Table I except for the middle columns, which
containmaxPue calculated as above.

If the computation of RES 2 (hence ofPue 2) is quite costly (as
for the BCH[255; 139; 31]) and the researcher is only interested in the
Pue, we suggest a mixed approach between Method A and Method B
(or Method C), in three steps. First, one calculates all�i by Method
A. Second, one calculates only some�i by Method B (or Method C),
more precisely, the�i with lower i (sayi � s). Finally, one calculates
the estimate of thePue taking fori � s the�i obtained by the second
step and, for the remaining values, the�i obtained by the first one.

A few results of the mixed approach for themaxPue of
BCH[255; 139; 31] are shown in Table III.
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Separation of Random Number Generation and
Resolvability

Karthik Visweswariah, Member, IEEE,
Sanjeev R. Kulkarni, Senior Member, IEEE, and

Sergio Verdú, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We consider the problem of determining when a given source
can be used to approximate the output due to any input to a given channel.
We provide achievability and converse results for a general source and
channel. For the special case of a full-rank discrete memoryless channel
we give a stronger converse result than we can give for a general channel.

Index Terms—Approximation theory, channel output statistics, random
number generation, resolvability, source–channel separation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The classical separation theorem essentially states that source and
channel coding can be done separately without losing optimality. In [5],
a source–channel separation theorem was shown for sources and chan-
nels more general than those in the classical separation theorem. Here
we investigate an analogous separation theorem in the case of resolv-
ability and random number generation. Random number generation in-
volves finding a deterministic transformation to generate a sequence of
equiprobable bits from a given source of randomness. Resolvability is a
property of a channel which gives the amount of randomness required
to simulate, at the output of the channel, any distribution that can be
achieved by a random input to the channel. We consider the two prob-
lems together, i.e., when can a given source of randomness be used to
simulate the output of a given channel due to any input, to arbitrary
accuracy. In Section II, we give some notation and background to state
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the problem precisely. Sections III and IV give achievability and con-
verse results for a source to approximate the output of a given channel
due to any input. We have not been able to show results fully analogous
to [5] and there is a gap between the achievability and converse results
that we have not been able to bridge. Section V deals with the special
case when the channel is discrete-memoryless and of full rank. For this
special case we will be able to show a converse which is stronger than
the converse in Section IV for a general channel.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we give, some basic definitions, a precise statement
of the problem to be considered, and results which are already known
for the problem of separation of resolvability and random number gen-
eration.

The following definition is as in [3] and we repeat it here for the sake
of completeness.

Definition 1: A channelWWW with input alphabetA and output al-
phabetB is a sequence of conditional distributions

WWW = fWn(ynjxn): (xn; yn) 2 An �Bng1n=1:

Definition 2: A source of randomnessXXX is a sequence of finite-
dimensional distributionsfPX g1n=1 with Xn taking values inAn.

Note that there are no consistency requirements on the sequence of
finite-dimensional distributions, this is the difference between Defini-
tion 2 and the standard definition of a random process. Throughout we
assume that the source and channel alphabets are finite.

We now give some notation that is used throughout this correspon-
dence. Let the output distribution, when the input is distributed ac-
cording toQn, be denoted byQnWn. Thus

QnWn(yn) =
x 2A

Wn(ynjxn)Qn(xn):

Also let

iX W (an; bn)
�
= log

Wn(bnjan)

PY (bn)

wherePY is the output distribution whenPX is input to the channel
Wn, and

hZ (zn)
�
= log

1

PZ (zn)
:

We will usel1 distance to measure the difference between two dis-
tributions on the same alphabet. We will denote the distance between
P andQ by d(P; Q). We note that

d(P; Q) = 2 sup
E�A

jP (E)�Q(E)j

whereA is the alphabet on which the two distributions are defined. If
X andY are two random variables on the same alphabet we some-
times writed(X; Y ) for thel1 distance between the distributions ofX
andY .

We now define precisely what we mean by a sourceZZZ being an ap-
proximating source for a channelWWW .

Definition 3: For any � > 0, the sourceZZZ with alphabetF is
called an�-approximating source for the channelWWW if for any arbi-
trary input source~XXX, there exists a sequence of deterministic mappings
f�n:F

n 7�! Ang such that for sufficiently largen

d(Y n; ~Y n) < �

whereY n and ~Y n are the outputs of the channel due to�(Zn) and
~Xn, respectively.

Using this definition of an�-approximating source we can now de-
fine ZZZ to be anapproximating sourcefor WWW if it is �-approximating
for WWW for all � > 0.

The resolvability of a channel is the minimum number of random bits
required per input sample to approximate arbitrarily well the output of
the channel due to any input process (see [3] for a formal definition
of resolvability). The problem of resolvability of a channel was first
considered by Han and Verdú ([3]) where it was shown that the resolv-
ability of a channel issup

XXX
I(XXX; YYY ) (For a definition ofI(XXX; YYY ) see

[3]). The problem we consider here is that of finding necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a given sourceZZZ to be an approximating source
for a channelWWW . To use a given source to approximate the output of
a channel due to another source we could use the source to generate
random bits at the best possible rate and then use a deterministic trans-
formation of the random bits at the input of the channel. The problem of
random bit generation was considered by Vembu and Verdú [6], where
fundamental limits on the rate at which random bits can be generated
from a given source were given. Using the results of [3] and [6] and
the two-step process outlined above we can easily show the following
sufficient condition.

Theorem 1: If H(ZZZ) > S thenZZZ is an approximating source for a
channelWWW , whereS is the resolvability of the channelWWW .

The converse below can also be derived using the results in [3]. A
sourceZZZ can be approximated usingH(ZZZ) random bits per sample [3,
Theorem 3]. This also means any process derived fromZZZ by a deter-
ministic transformation can be approximated usingH(ZZZ) random bits
per sample. Thus if a sourceZZZ is an approximating source for a channel
then we can approximate any output of the channel withH(ZZZ) random
bits per sample and so the resolvabilityS of the channel must be smaller
thanH(ZZZ). Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: If H(ZZZ) < S thenZZZ is not an approximating source
for a channelWWW .

In the next two sections we will give an achievable and converse
results in the spirit of [5].

III. A CHIEVABILITY

In this section we give a sufficient condition for a sourceZZZ to be
an approximating source for a channelWWW which implies the sufficient
condition given by Theorem 1. The sufficient condition is analogous to
a sufficient condition derived in [5] for the source–channel separation
problem. We will first define the notion of a source strictly dominating
a channel.

Definition 4: A sourceZZZ is said to strictly dominate a channelWWW
if for every channel input processXXX there exists a� > 0 such that

lim
n!1

inf
c 2r

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn + �

+P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn = 0:

We note thatH(ZZZ) > S implies thatZZZ strictly dominatesWWW since
if we takecn = (H(ZZZ)+S)=2 the required condition is satisfied. The
converse, however, is not true.

Theorem 3: If a sourceZZZ strictly dominates a channelWWW thenZZZ is
an approximating source for the channelWWW .
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Proof: If the sourceZZZ strictly dominates the channelWWW , then
for each input processXXX there exists a sequencefcng1n=1 and a� > 0
such that

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn + � � �n (1)

and

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn � �n (2)

where�n ! 0 asn ! 1. Equation (1) implies that we can approx-
imate any distribution with type less thanexp n cn + 2

3 � using the
distributionZn. What we mean by type here is the following: A dis-
tribution is of typek if all probabilities that it assigns are integral mul-
tiples of 1=k. To show this we use the procedure in the Aggregation
Lemma [6].

Define

S(n) = fzn 2 Fn: PZ (zn) � exp�n(c +�)g:

Consider anyM -type distributionPM on f1; 2; . . . ; Mg: We will
place elements ofS(n) in binBn(i) until we have

PZ (Bn(i)) > PM (i)� exp�n(c +�) :

We stop either when we complete this process for alli = 1; 2; . . . ; M
or when we run out of sequences in the setS(n). All remaining se-
quences inFn are placed inBn(1). At the end of this process we have

M

i=1

jPZ (Bn(i))� PM (i)j

� max 2M exp�n(c +�); 2�n +M exp�n(c +�) :

For anyM � exp n cn + 2
3 � the right-hand side of the last equation

goes to zero, since�n ! 0.
We will now state and use a lemma the proof of which readily follows

from the argument used in [3, Proof of Theorem 4].

Lemma 1: If

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn � �n

where�n ! 0 asn!1 then for any > 0 there exists a process~XXX
(producing output~YYY ) such that

lim
n!1

d(Y n; ~Y n) = 0

and ~Xn is anM -type distribution withM � exp n(cn + )

Equation (2) and Lemma 1 imply that there exists a process~Xn with
type smaller thanexp n cn + 2

3
� which approximates the output

due toXXX . We can approximate arbitrarily closely any distribution with
type less than or equal toexp n cn + 2

3
� (and hence~Xn) usingZn.

This along with the fact thatd(PW; QW ) � d(P; Q) for any channel
W and distributionsP; Q imply thatZZZ can be used to approximate the
output of the channelWWW when the input process isXXX. Since we can
find a sequencefcng1n=1 and a� > 0 which satisfy (1) and (2) for any
input processXXX, the sourceZZZ can approximate the output due to any
processXXX .

IV. CONVERSE

In this section we will give a converse result stating a condition under
which the source will not be an approximating source for a channel
in a certain sense. We would like to have a result completely analo-
gous to the necessary condition in [5] for the source–channel separa-
tion problem, which would have been: IfZZZ is an approximating source

for a channelWWW then the source dominates the channel. The notion of
a source dominating a channel would be defined (analogous to [5]) as
follows.

Definition 5: A sourceZZZ dominates the channelWWW if for every
processXXX, for every� > 0, and for every sequence of nonnegative
numbersfcng1n=1

lim
n!1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn)�cn�� P

1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n)�cn =0:

It can be verified that if a source strictly dominates a channel then it
dominates the channel. Also note thatH(ZZZ) < S implies that the
source does not dominate the channel.

We have not been able to show this statement that we set out to prove
but we give a weaker statement that neither implies nor is implied by
Theorem 2. The result is stated in contrapositive form and is weaker
than the statement that we would like to make in two ways. First it
involves the notion of a source being a strong approximating source
for a channel and secondly, the necessary condition that we show for
a source to be strongly approximating for a channel is weaker than the
notion of a source dominating a channel.

We now give the stronger definition of an approximating source, fol-
lowing which we can state a necessary condition for a given source to
be a strong approximating source for a given channel.

Definition 6: For any� > 0, the sourceZZZ with alphabetF is called
a strong�-approximating source for the channelWWW if for any arbi-
trary input source~XXX, there exists a sequence of deterministic mappings
f�n:F

n 7�! Ang such thatP� (Z ) � P ~X and such that for suffi-
ciently largen

d(Y n; ~Y n) < �

whereY n and ~Y n are the outputs of the channel due to�(Zn) and
~Xn, respectively.

We callZZZ a strong approximating source forWWW if it is a strong�-ap-
proximating source forWWW for all � > 0.

Note that the only difference between Definitions 3 and 6 is that the
latter places an extra constraint that the deterministic transformation
can only map to those sequences which have nonzero probability under
the source whose output we are trying to approximate.

The following theorem states precisely a necessary condition for the
source to be a strong approximating source for a channel. We note that
in (4) below if we did not have�n going to1 but just being strictly
bigger than0 then this condition would be the negation of a source
dominating a channel.

Theorem 4: Suppose that for some processXXX, for some�; � > 0,
and for some sequence of nonnegative numbersfcng

1

n=1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn � � > � (3)

and

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn > �n (4)

for all n 2 I whereI is an infinite set of integers and�n ! 1 as
n ! 1. Then the sourceZZZ is not a strong approximating source for
the channelWWW .

Proof: Equation (4) along with Feinstein’s lemma [2] implies
that there exists a code of lengthn with exp n cn �

�

10
codewords

and with maximal probability of error less than�n for n 2 I where
�n ! 0 asn!1. Consider a good code withM = exp n cn �

�
10

codewords. Let the codewords befbigMi=1 and their corresponding de-
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coding sets befDig
M
i=1. Consider now the process~Xn which places

mass 1

M
on each of theM codewords,fbigMi=1. We will show that the

output due to this process cannot be approximated well with our source.
Consider the set

Sn = zn: 1

n
hZ (zn) � cn � � :

By (3), PZ (Sn) > � for all n 2 I . Consider any deterministic
mapping�n (from Fn to An) and theN codewords to which the se-
quences inSn get mapped. Assume the codewords are numbered so
that these codewords arefbigNi=1: SincejSnj � exp n(cn � �), we
haveN � exp n(cn � �).

Let

B =

N

i=1

Di

and ~Y n be the output due to~Xn.

P ~Y (B) =
1

M

N

i=1

P (Bjbi) +
1

M

M

i=N+1

P (Bjbi)

�
N

M
+

�n
M

(M �N)

� 2�n

where the last inequality holds for sufficiently largen 2 I . LetXXX be
�(ZZZ) and letYYY be the output process withXXX as the input to the channel

PY (B) =

M

i=1

P (Bjbi)PX (bi)

�

N

i=1

P (Dijbi)PX (bi)

� (1� �n)PZ (Sn)

� (1� �n)�:

Thus we have

P ~Y (B)� PY (B) � (1� �n)�� 2�n

for all sufficiently largen 2 I . We note that the right-hand side of the
equation above does not go to zero asn increases and soZZZ cannot be
an approximating source in the strong sense for the channelWWW .

V. A SPECIAL CASE

We will now look at the special case of a full-rank, discrete, memo-
ryless channel (FRDMC). A channelWWW is of full rank if the transition
vectorsfW (:ja)ga2A are linearly independent. For the FRDMC we
will be able to show a result analogous to [5], that we would liked to
show for general channels.

Theorem 5: For a FRDMC, if the sourceZZZ is an approximating
source for the channelWWW then the sourceZZZ dominates the channelWWW .

Proof: We will show that if the sourceZZZ does not dominate the
FRDMCWWW thenZZZ is not an approximating source for the channelWWW .

At the outset we mention why we need the assumption of full rank.
We show that if sourceZZZ does not dominate the channelWWW , the source
cannot approximate the output due to a particular independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) inputX. The reason we need the full rank
assumption is that to approximate the output of an i.i.d. input to an
FRDMC it is necessary to place mass on the typical sequences ofX.
This is not true if the channel is not full-rank.

If a sourceZZZ does not dominateWWW then there is a processXXX such
that for some�; � > 0 and for some sequence of nonnegative numbers
fcng

1
n=1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn � � >� (5)

and

P
1

n
i
X W

X
n
; Y

n
� cn >� (6)

for all n 2 I where I is an infinite set of integers. From [4,
Corollary 2] we have that for an FRDMCS = C. But for a DMC,
C = supX I(X; Y ). SinceS = supXXX I(XXX; YYY ) we have for a
FRDMC

sup
XXX

I(XXX; YYY ) = sup
X

I(X; Y ):

Thus for an FRDMC if there is a processXXX such that (5) and (6) are
satisfied then there exists an i.i.d. processXXX such that

cn � I(X; Y ) +
�

10
(7)

for sufficiently largen 2 I . We will show that the sourceZZZ cannot
approximate the output due to processXXX.

Define the set of sequences inAn that are not-typical ( > 0) by

DX () = xn:
1

n
N(ajxn)� PX(a) >  for somea 2 A

whereN(ajxn) denotes the number of times thata occurs in the se-
quencexn.

Also define the set of sequences jointly-typical withxn by

TnW (xn; ) = yn:
1

n
N(a; bjxn; yn)�

1

n
N(ajxn)W (bja)

�  for all (a; b) 2 A�B

whereN(a; bjxn; yn) denotes the number of times that(a; b) occurs
in (xn; yn).

Let W denote the matrix whose columns are the transition vectors
fW (:ja)ga2A. Let rrr be anjAj-dimensional vector and letsss = Wrrr.
SinceW is of full rank if jrij >  for somei 2 f1; 2; . . . ; jAjg then
jsj j > k for somej 2 f1; 2; . . . ; jBjg and somek > 0 independent
of rrr. Thus we have that ifxn 2 Dn

X() thenWNNN(xn)=n differs from
WPPPX byk in at least one component, whereNNN(xn); PPPX are column
vectors consisting ofN(ajxn); PX(a), respectively, fora 2 A. Now
if yn 2 TnW (xn; ) then

1

n
N(bjyn)�

a2A

1

n
N(ajxn)W (bja) � jAj

for all b 2 B. Thus we have that if

xn 2 Dn
X



k
and yn 2 TnW xn;



3jAj

thenNNN(yn)=n differs fromPPP Y in some component by at least2
3

.
Thusyn 2 Dn

Y
2

3
. We have shown that ifxn 2 Dn

X


k
then

TnW xn;


3jAj
� Dn

Y

2

3
:

But

PY Dn
Y

2

3
! 0; asn!1
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and

Wn TnW xn;


3jAj
jxn ! 1; asn!1

at a rate independent ofxn (from [1, Lemma 2.12]). So if the input
�n(Zn) approximates the output due toXn then we must have

PZ �n(Zn) 2 Dn
X



k
! 0; asn!1

since if this were not so

P� (Z )W
n Dn

Y

2

3
� PY Dn

Y

2

3
> �

infinitely often, for some� > 0. This would imply that the input
�n(Zn) does not approximate the output due toXn.

Now by a slight modification of [1, Lemma 2.13]

1

n
log jT nW (xn; =3jAj)j �H(Y jX) � �()

for everyxn 2 Dc
X



k
where�() is continuous in, independent

of xn and�() ! 0 as ! 0. Define

Qn = zn:
1

n
hZ (zn) � cn � � :

Clearly,jQnj � exp(n(cn � �)). Also defineRn as the image ofQn

under the mapping�n and

Sn =

x 2R \D ( )

TnW xn;


3jAj
:

Then we have

jSnj � exp n(cn � �) exp n(H(Y jX) + �())

andP� (Z )W
n(Sn) � �

2
for sufficiently largen 2 I . This is be-

cause

Wn TnW xn;


3jAj
jxn ! 1

asn ! 1 at a rate independent ofxn

PZ �n(Zn) 2 Dc
X



k
! 1

asn ! 1 and

PZ [�n(Zn) 2 Rn] > �

for all n 2 I . Using (7) we can upper-boundjSnj by

jSnj � exp n H(Y )�
9�

10
+ �() � exp n H(Y )�

�

2

for sufficiently largen 2 I , where the second inequality holds if
we choose > 0 sufficiently small. We havePY (Sn) ! 0 as
n ! 1 (by the strong source coding theorem for i.i.d. sources). For
any deterministic mapping�n we can find a setSn � Bn such that
P� (Z )W

n(Sn) � �

2
for sufficiently largen 2 I andPY (Sn)!

0 asn ! 1. Hence,ZZZ cannot be an approximating source for the
FRDMCWWW .

We note that Theorem 5 implies that ifH(ZZZ) < S then the sourceZZZ
is not an approximating source for a FRDMC channel with resolvability
S.
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